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1. SUMMARY
i
	
	
This volume of the final report presents a detailed design and study
of an alignment scheme to be used for the strapdown inertial system for
Phase 2 of the V/STOL Program. The alignment scheme which was se-
lected had to be capable of being implemented on the on-board, fixed
point computer and also had to yield alignment errors which were close
to their theoretical minima within 15 minutes of alignment time. A three-
stage alignment scheme which employs least squares algorithms was
found which meets these criteria. Both a theoretical error analyses em-
ploying i^alman filter estimation theory and a computer simulation have
been used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the scheme. Confidence in
the results has been established by the fact that the theoretical covariance
results and the simulation results are consistent. The performance of
the three-stage scheme is shown to compare favorably with an optimal
alignment scheme in the theoretical covariance analysis.
A detailed equation set for the self-contained alignment scheme is
described, and alternative computer implementations for batch [)rocessing
of the data are discussed. The ultimatE' choice of which alternative to im-
plement will depend on the amount of computer memory available. The
P
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range and resolution of the computed quantities are estimated from the
simulation results in order to determine if single or double precision is
j	 required. Rough estimates of the time required to perform the compu-
tations are made.
f^
^a
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2. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of these studies is to develop operational pre-flight
alignment and calibration procedures for the strapdown inertial navigator
to be used during Phase 2 of the V/STOL Program. The calibration pro-
cedure is designed to be one which can be implemented using the limited
test equipment which will be available in the hangar. The alignment pro-
cedure is designed to be one which can be accomplished in the helicopter
using the fixed point, on-board flight computer. Since the calibration
and alignment procedure developments can be discussed separately and
since many personnel at NASA-ERC are primarily interested in only one
of these developments, the developments are discussed and documented
in separate volumes: Volume 1 for the calibration procedure and Volume
2 for the alignment procedure.
Error analyses are presented which indicate the expected accuracies
of the developed procedures. These error analyses, of course, are de-
pendent on the assumed input error models. Developing models for the
inertial sensors was one of the tasks performed as part of the overall
study.
To the extent that they were known, input parameters for the study
^—	 were supplied by NASA-ERC. These parameters describe the following
types of inputs:
1.
t	 • specifications on the performance of the accelerometers
Land gyros,
• a description of the dynamic environment in which the alignment
-	 and calibration must be performed,
c
I
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• a description of the test equipment that will be available for
calibration in the hangar, and
2
r	 • a description of the coordinate frames and the mounting of the
inertial sensors in the strapdown system.
In those cases where the specifications and descriptions were incomplete,
the associated error analyses must be considered preliminary in nature.
In those cases where assumptions had to be made, the resultant error
analysis provides information on how to set the performance specifications.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The authors wish to extend their appreciation to P. J. McKinnon
of DRC for her effort in programming the simulation, and to D. M. Garmer
of DRC for his helpful suggestions.
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3. GLOSSARY
E	 misalignment angles
E	 misalignment matrix
W 
	
earth rate coordinatized in the n frameie
n	 local level frame
n	 nominal level frame
b	 orthogonal b frame
A	 accelerometer errors
R	 gyro errors
C b	direction cosine matrix coordinatizing a vector in the
n frame from the b frame
skew symmetric angular velocity matrix
6V	 accelerometer incremental velocity output
60	 gyro incremental angle output
q G gyro quantization level
q A accelerometer quantization level
(P	 transition matrix
a 
n	 gravity coordinatized in the n frame
6f	 translational vibrations
w nb	 rotational vibrations (angular velocity of b frame
with respect to n frame coordinatized in b frame)
D1
D2
E 1	 matrices used for fine align filter
E2
GGI1
GGI 2 J
^	 denotes estimate
^denotes estimation error, e, g. ,
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4. ALIGNMENT OF THE V/STOL STRAPDOWN
INERTIAL SYSTEM
The function of alignment of a strapdown inertial system is to de-
termine the coordinate transformation between the inertial sensor input
axes and the navigation frame (or other related frame) immediately be-
fore: the navigate mode is entered. Let the transformation at any time be
C n (t). Due to measurement errors the exact transformation cannot be
determined. Instead, a coordinate transformation C n is determined
where the n frame is "close" to the n frame. The angles determiring
`	
the relation between the n and n frames are called the misalignment
t _	 angles.
The design and analysis of the fine alignment scheme assumes that
the misalignment angles are small enough for linear analysis. To realize
this assumption, a coarse alignment scheme is implemented. The follow-
ing block diagram indicates the time-sequencing of the alignment scheme.
4-1
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1. Initial estimate of Cn
b
2. Level Align
(does not estimate azimuth misalignment)
i	 3. Fine Align - Stage J
(estimates and corrects all misalignment angles)
J
4. Fine Align - Stage II
(estimates and corrects misalignment angles,
down component of accelerometer bias, and
1	 north component of gyro bias)
Navigate
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4. 1	 INITIAL ESTIMATE OF C 
From previous calibration, that of determining the sensor input
rates with respect to each other and relative to the body (helicopter) axes,
the following transformations are known:
T  - the transformation which takes sensor outputs into
s
an orthogonal frame given by the "b" axes
Ch - the orthogonal transformation which relates the "h"
orthogonal helicopter axes to the orthogonal "h" axes
As previously stated, the accuracy of C h depends upon the accuracy of
the mechanical mounting of the ISU to the helicopter.
For initialization, first assume that the ground under the helicopter
is approximately level. Then the angle 9 between z and down is known.
Secondly, assume that the approximate heading (H) of the helicopter is
known from a magnetic compass or from a comparison to some bench
mark in the hangar.
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Figure 4. 1 -1	 Helicopter Axes and North, East, Down Axes
From the properties of transformation matrices
C b = C o Ch
n	 h n
The orientation of the helicopter with respect the the "n" frame is deter-
mined from a positive rotation of angle H about Z  followed by a posi-
tive rotation of angle 0 about Y.
The d;_ • ection cosine matrix C h is then
n
r Cosa cosH cos0 sines -sin0
Ch =	 -sinH	 cosH	 0
n
Lsin0 cosil sin0 sinH
	
Cosa
4 •4
The simple scheme is fast and requires little computation, but it can
suffere large errors, perhaps as much as 5° of misalignment about each
axis. Also note
Cb = (Cb)T
4. 2	 LEVEL ALIGNMENT
The outputs of the accelerometers are averaged over a short time.
The vector is resolved into the n frame and compared with what it should
be in the n frame.
Let the accelerometer output be denoted as Z
Z = -gb +bfb + A
CL
where
Z	 accelerometer output
—a
r0,
gn
	0	 gravity in n frame
Lg^
6f 	 vibratory accelerations
t	 A	 accelerometer errors
Let
_	 T
f b =
	 f	 adt
0
r	 f n = Cn- fbt1	 b
i '	 4-5
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Let	
—n
f
un = 	 n
If._
u in the n frame is given as
07
	
u =	 0 i
n 	 -1 J
The Cb matrix is corrected by rotating the u 11 vector into the
u vector. Then (Ref. 23)
n
TCb
n+ = [I - (1 -U!un) (I - kT ) + K ] Cb-
k k
where
k	 =	 u— x u
n n
r	 0 -k k
I
z y
K =	 - k 0 -k
Z x
l -k y k  0
Heading or azimuth cannot be estimated by this method. Any at-
tempt to estimate heading by averaging the gyro outputs to estimate earth
rate will be futile because the rotational vibration amplitude overwhelms
earth rate (1°/sec compared to 15°/hr).
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i	 4. 3	 FINE ALIGN
r
After the level align is finished, the fine align mode is entered. In
this mode the direction cosine matrix (DCM) is updated using the gyro out-
puts. The DCM (Cb) determines the time-varying --oordinate between the
b frame and the nominal n frame.
The accelerometer outputs resolved into the n frame are used as
measurements. The misalignment angles, gyro and accelerometer errors
determine the state vector. At the end of the first stage, the three mis-
alignment angles are estimated, and the direction cosine matrix is reset
to begin the second stage of fine align. The reset relinearizes the equa-
tions.
The direction cosine matrix determining the transformation between
the n and the b frame satisfies
Cnb 	 in_Sf Cb + C b Qbo (4. 3-1)
where the Q matrices are skew symmetric angular velocity matrices
0	 -w	 w
z	 y
	
SZ.b=	 wz	 0	 -wx
-w	 w	 0	 (4. 3-2)y	 x
0n = d' + d'in	 ie	 en
where w 	 is the angular velocity of the ISU location over the earth.
'	 en
f_
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This term can be dropped since it is small compared to other terms. To
show this, the acceleration model over the earth is
_ 6f  ^	 r . lg sin(wt + 0
6f	 =	 lg sin(wt +	 )
Y	 2	 i	 (4.3 -3
6f^ _	 1  sin(wt + 03)
The resulting velocity is
b V x = -	 cos (wt + 0 1)
(4. 3-4)
for w = 2 5 Hz
b V	 _ . 021 ft/ sec
x max
hence
j	 021
{	 SS"
en	 r
r = 21 x 10 6
 ft (earth radius)
w
en 
=t: 2 x 10 -4 deg/ hr
Thus the true DCM satisfies
'nn	 n bC b = -SZn Cb + C b Q.lb (4. 3-5)
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where
0	 w. sinL	 0
ie
Q 	 =	 -w. sinL	 0	 -w. cosL
ie	 ie	 ie
0	 w ie cosL	 0	 -^	 (4.3-G)
W.	 earth rate
Le
L	 Latitude
Let the gyro outputs be
zz - (wbb)g Wb + R = w e + wb b + R	 (4. 3-71)
In skew symmetric form this can be written as
( i
b g	 ib	 m) 
= Sab + 11	 (4. 3-8)
The gyro outputs are used to implement a nominal solution. The
norninal TJCM satisfies the following differential equation
C am= -Sf C n +C n (CP 	(4,3-9)
b	 ie b
	
b ib g
The misalignment is the transformation between the n frame and
the K frame.
Let
Cn = I + E	 (4. 3-10)
n
N
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Then
Cb = Cn Cb = (I + E)C'	 (4.3-11)
C n
	(I + E)Cb + E C	 (4. 3-12 )
Substitute Eq. (4. 3-3) and Eq. (4. 3-7) in the above equation and
after some algebra
E = ESZn - if E - C Tl R C-b- ECnR C.b
ie	 ie	 b ni n	 b m n
(4. 3-13)
As yet no assumption of linearity has been made. A linear equation is ob-
tained if the term E C^ R m CZ is dropped. This term is small compared
to the other terms. Then
E = En. - SZn E - Cb R n^ CZ	 (4.3--14)4 
ie	 le
system equation
The accelerometer output is
z = -9b + 6f  + A
	
(4. 3-1 5)
Cb zz = -C 'HCb 9  + C H !Vb + Cb A
= -Cn gn
 + Cb dfb + Cb A
,. b za + 91 - -ET gn + Cb 6f b + Cb A	 (4.3-16)
measurement
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Note that E is a 3 x 3 matrix. If it is further assumed that E is
small, then it is skew symmetric, i. e. ,
0	 - E 
z	
E ^,
E =	 E Z	 0	
- EN 1	 (4. 3-17)
_ - E E	 EN	 0
Now define
EN
E =	 EE	 (4.3-18)
L EZ
Thenthe system and measurement equations can be written as
E _ -S' E - Cb R
	
(4.3-19)
le 
0 g 0
	 EN
C z+gn = -g 0 0	 EE +C n bfb +Cn A	 (4. 3-20)
a
	
i	 b— b -
0 0 0 j
	
EL
r
	
	 If instrument biases are to be estimated, they are biases in the b
frame. However for the present problem, the biases can be assumed con-
stant i n the n or n frame (the changes in the elE!ments of C b are small).
After they are estimated in the n frame, they can be transformed into the
b frame. With this assumption, the filter can be designed on the basis of
Ef
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a time invariant system and measurement. The simulation of the align-
ment scheme verified this assumption.
Vertical deflections can be compensated (if they are ' gown) at the
end of the last stage of fine align, since they appear as equivalent acceler-
ometer biases.
A block diagram of the fine align scheme is shown below.
gyro outputs	 Update
n
tan.h rate	 Cb
compensation
0
0
n
+	 E
n g
accelerometer	 C	 + measureb
output 	 Filter
Ab
Figure 4.3-1	 Block Diagram of Fine Align
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5. CHOICE OF AN ALIGNMENT SCHEME
There are two distinct approaches which can be taken toward the
s
alignment scheme. One is the Kalman filter approach and the other is the
least squares estimation approach. The measurements in either case are
processed accelerometer outputs. The differences between these ap-
proaches are discussed in the foilowing paragraphs.
The Kalr an filter attempts to estimate all states of the system in-
cluding all tilts, accelerometer biases, gyro biases, and any random error
I
states in the model. In order to implement the Kalman filter, one must
model all the error states of the system including those above, specify the
measurements in terms of the states, and specify the measurement noise.
In addition, the covariance of the intial uncertainties of all the states must
be specified. One can then apply this information to the standard Kalman
algorithms to obtain a rule (filter) which specifies the optimal operation on
the measurement data to estimate the states of the system. Once the states
are estimated, they can be used to reset or alibn the strapdown system.
r The other approach to the alignment problem is called the least
squares approach. In this approach it is assumed that the system can be
modelled as a deterministic system; i. e. , platform tilts driven by gyro
biases only. In addition, it is assumed that the accelerometer errors are
also pure biases. Thus the errors for all time can be written or modelled
as the appropriate transitior. atrix* times the initial error states. Least
squares fitting involves choosing the initial error states such that the mean
This is known a priori.
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squared difference between the estimated measurements as computed from
the initial conditions, and the actual measurements observed, is a minimum.
Alignment is accomplished by propagating the estimated initial error states
forward to the time of reset, then resetting with this information.
The least squares technique is suboptimal because (1 ) it does not
incorporate every ramification of the error model, (2) it does not account
for the fact that something is known about the initial bounds on the various
errors. It has the advantage over Kalman filtering in that it is considerably
simpler to implement. It should be pointed out however, that both the
least squares technique and the Kalman filter can be implemented recur-
sively.
In this chapter both Kalman filtering and least squares estimation
are considered. Numerical results are given in order to justify the
overall advantage of the alignment technique finally decided upon. The
analysis and results obtained in this chapter lead to the equations which will
be used in the alignment scheme.
5.1	 OBSERVABLE STATES
Not all error states of the strapdowr inertial system can be esti-
mated at the time of alignment. The states that cannot be reliably estimated
are called unobservable states. For instance, the North and .East acceler-
ometer biases are unobservable. It is important for the designer to have
knowledge of what states are unobservable so that he can intelligently con-
struct a suboptimal filter which is as simple as possible, but close to
optimal. In this section the observability of the various error states are
studied.
1	 5-2
Kalman filtering techniques offer the most convenient way of study-
ing this problem. If a state cannot be estimated, it will be demonstrated
by observing that the initial covariance is not reduced by the measurements.
The nominal system specified below has been chosen for study.
Two types of acceleration environments have been considered:
Acceleration environment 1	 0. 35 g, 25 cps sinusoidal
Acceleration environment 2	 0.1g, rms random*
Other system specifications are given below.
Vehicle location
Gyro error
Accelerometer error
Gyro Quantization level
Ace. quantization level
C matrix update time
42° N Latitude
0. 05 0 /hr• bias
20 µg bias
I sec
0. 0025 ft/sec
0. 01 sec
(5. 1-1)
Two sampling intervals, 10 sec and 28. 8 sec, respectively, are considered.
It is assumed that a measurement consists of the North and East accelerom-
The spectrum of the acceleration is flat from 2 cps to about 25 cps. It
falls off on both sides of these limits.
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3f	 eter outputs averaged over the sampling interval. 	 specifications
are:
(	 Initial tilt error	 0. 081°
Initial azimuth error	 50	 (5. 1-2)
Since the acceleromete~ outputs of the ISU are space-stabilized
through the C matrix, no modelling of the rotational motion is really nec-
essary. One must remember, though, that the inertial instruments are
fixed to the body of the airframe, thus the contributing errors from the
instruments v2 . ,y with time. Since rotation about any particular axis is
expected to be a degree or less, the time-varying contribution is very
small and can be ignored.
The actual equations used in the study can be found in Appe.Zdix E.
I These equations have been processed by DRC's state-space prograins to
determine the optimal covariance of the errors in estimating the state of
the system for various filtering times.
The results of the study are tabulated in Fig. 5. 1. In this table the
optimal (minimum) errors associated with estimating the error states of
the system have been tabulated for 12 minutes and 24 minutes of filtering.
^x
It should be pointed out that the z accelerometer output -g (gravity)
can also be measured. This measurement can be used to obtain the z
accelerometer bias. This measurement is independent of the others
which enables one to use a simple averaging to obtain the bias. Because
of the simplicity of the estimation in this case, it is not considered 'here.
A 20 sec crude align will specify the tilts to within this accuracy.
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From the results in the table, and basic knowledge of the system-
measurement configuration, it can be easily seen that in general:
East tilt can be estimated to approximately AbN/g
North tilt can be estimated to approximately AbE/
g
Heading can be estimated to approximately RE/w.to cost
In addition, the effective North gyro bias can be estimated to within 5°/o of
f	 its original value, or better. The accuracy depends on the acceleration
environment, on the length of the sampling interval, and the time a% ailable
for estimation.
+	 The results show that the North and East accelerometer biases
t	 cannot be estimated at all, since the error in estimating the biases after
filtering is the same value as the original bias. In addition, the results
show that the East gyro bias cannot be estimated, for the same reason.
The fact that the estimation error after filtering is slightly less than the
original bias error is due to the finite initial distribution of the error co-
variance. Aside from the use of this artificially conceived a prior= k.;ow-
ledge, there is no estimation of this state.
i
In the case where the acceleration environment consists of a 25 cps
signal, the effective z-gyro bias can be estimated significantly. In the case
where the acceleration environment is random, the z-gyro bias is estima-
ted to a much smaller extent. The degree of estimation depends upon
the length of the estimation time and the sampling interval used. When the
sampling interval is 28. 8 sec, there is essentially no estimation even for
an estimation time of 24 minutes. When die sampling interval is 10 sec,
Lthere is significant estimation when the sampling time is 24 minutes.
1
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The 25 cps results are overly optimistic because the sampling in-
tErvals are an even multiple of the frequency. Therefore the effects of
the acceleration tend to cancel over an averaging interval.
The results obtained by modelling the acceleration environment as
a random process are more relevant to the true alignment environment.
Therefore these results should carry the most weight in any decision to
reset z-gyro bias.
DRC has decided not to reset the z-gyro bias in the alignment
.	 scheme for three reasons. First, the final alignment scheme should be
workable for the minimum alignment time of 15 minutes. Even at the high
sampling rate of ten seconds, there is little estimation of this state. If
such an estimate were attempted, there is a significant probability that the
bias estimate would contain a greater error than the actual bias. Second,
the acceleration environment may be worse than that assumed. Thus the
estimate would be further deteriorated. Third, results which were pre-
viously obtained (see Ayp• .idix C ) for a different measurement configur-
ation indicated that,if the ,. • e is any random-type noise on the gyro drift rate,
the estimate of the z-gyro bias deteriorates disproportionately with the
magnitude of the random noise. In summary, any attempt to estimate the
z-gyro drift will be unreliable. There is a high probability that the system
performance will be deteriorated by resetting the z-gyro bias.
One can con^lude from the results presented in this chapter tha' the
following states can be estimated and reset during alignment:
1. North and East tilt
2. Heading
3. North Gyro drift rat,, bias.
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Any suboptimal technique incorporated to perform alignment should be
geared to estimating these quantities. The fact that other quantities can-
not be estimated, and indeed, seem to have no effect on the estimation
algorithms used, can be used to simplify any finalized schemes.
L	 5-8
1	 5. 2	 KALMAN FILTERING VS. LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
As was mentioned in the Introduction, there appear to be two
workable techniques to effect alignment. One is implementation of the
Kalman estimation algorithms and the other is least squares estimation of
tilts and biases. Kalman filtering, being optimal, has she potential of
being more accurate. However', the least squares technique is simpler
to implement. In this section equations are developed and numerical re-
17	 sults giver to justify the use of the simpler technique, the least squares
approach.
5. 2. 1 Ground Rules for Alignment
Before one can evaluate either approach, he must set up a set of
ground rules on which to base the estimation techniques. He must be able
to justify his choice. Specifically, the following has to be chosen.
1. Form of measurements to be used.
`	 2. Number of stages in the alignment (if there is
more than one).
3. Sampling rate used in each stage.
4. Estimation time in each stage (with the possibility
of the last stage having an increasing estimation time).
5. Estimated error states which will be reset.
The specification of ground rules is based primarily on prelimin-
ary studies. Li the studies (see Appendix C) measurements were
assumed to be the doubly-integrated accelerometer outputs. A rela-
5-9
t	
tively harsh instrument error environment was assumed. It was assumed
t	 that the system was aligned to within 1/2 degree in attitude before align-
ment was started. However, when sensitivity analyses were performed
on the optimal Kalman estimators, it was found that the estimation accu-
racy deteriorated if there were small changes in the initial covariance.
This effect was more pronounced with a longer sampling time. The same
{	 type of effect was observed when an approximate least squares estimation
scheme was used. The immediate solution to the problem was to incor-
porate a three-stage alignment with reduced sampling rates. This elimi-
nated the 'P sensitivity'. The three stages consisted of a crude align and
^-	 two fine aligns.
_
	
	
It should also be pointed out that there is another good reason for
going to a three-stage alignment. Kalman filtering and least squares es-
timation are based on linear theory. When there are large misalignment
. -	 angles in the strapdown system error model, it cannot be properly model-
led as a linear system. Thus the accuracy of the estimation is in doubt.
By using a three-stage alignment,one can be assured that at least the er-
rors in the last stage can be adequately represented by a linear system.
In the latter stages of the development of the alignment scheme it
was decided that the measurements should be the averaged accelerometer
outputs. Such measurements are more easily incorporated into a simple
least squares technique than are the doubly-integrated accelerometer mea-
surements. The concept of the three-stage alignment and the concern for
the length of sampling intervals were carried forward with the new mea-
surement scheme.
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As was discussed in Section 5.1 , the states to be reset are North
and East tilt, heading and North gyro bias (also z-accelerometer bias).
The others can be ignored, insofar as reset is concerned.
The preceding facts lead in Evart to the following ground rules for
the alignment scheme. The type of measurements are accelerometer out-
puts averaged over a measurement interval. The alignment operation can
be described by the following table.
Stage. Name Length of
Sampling
Interval
Total Time
of Stage
Quantities Reset
at End of Stage
1 Crude 20	 sec 20 sec North & East Tilt
Align
2 First 10	 sec 200 sec All 40) Error
Fine States
Align
3 Second 28.8 sec 12 min All 4 (5) Error
Fine States of Inte~est
Align
`
	
	
The above scheme meets the specification of an alignment scheme
in that it requires no more than 15 minutes, and does not require a huge
amount of data processing. In this section leE -t squares estimation of
the error states will be compared to optimal Kalman filtering on a co.
variance analysis basis.
5. 2. 2 Least Squares Fitting
Let us briefly review the algorithms which are to be used in the
least squares technique. The measurements are averaged North and East
accelerometer outputs. However, the averaged outputs are treated as the
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rinstantaneous accelerometer outputs at the middle of the sampling interval.
nThe measurements can be written
z = 1 J
	 x'ti+ 1 / - (V (t)+A bN	 E+ gE ) dt
	
li	 D"r ti
-1/2
	
Iz 2i	 9T J 
	
.(Vv(t)+AbE - gE N ) dt	 (5. 2-1)
ti-1/2
V
x , 
V y
 are true accelerations; F,bN ' AbE are North and East accelerom-
eter biases, and E N , E E
 are North and East tilts, respectively.
1
The results in SE^Aion 5. 1 revealed that the tilts are estimated to
the accuracy of the accelerometer biases. The biases, in turn, are not
estimated at all. Therefore it can be reasonably assumed that the esti-
mator is not affected by the bias, and for this reason the bias can be ig-
nored.
Now consider the system itself. Using similar reasoning it can be
i
	
	 shown that the East gyro bias need not be modelled. Essentially, heading
plus (East gyro bias)/w 1e cos L, is estimated. In addition the z-gyro drift
does not seem to affect the estimation accuracy of the three error angles
and the North gyro drift. Therefore it has been decided to neglect the
z-gyro drift in the modelling. The finalized model used in the least squares
fitting is the following:
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(I
c
t
^i
E N 0	 -w 1e sin 	 0	 -1 EN
w1esin L	 0	 wiccosL	 0E E EE
i
E 0	 -w.	 cos L	 0	 0 E
z le z
I; N U	 0	 0	 U 1iN
(5. 2-2)
with the expected measurement
	
r- 0
	 g	 0	 0	 ENi
1	 -g	 0	 0	 0_	 EEi
E
zi
_"Ni
	
(5. 2-3)
	µ i = G	 Et(ti)
from Eq. (5. 2-2), it can be shown that
	
E( t.) = (D(t)E(0)	 (5.2-4)1	 1 _
where E t is the vector in (5, 2-2) and
2
2	 2	 -s sinw_ t	 2s cosw 1e t+c	 -s sinw 1e t	 s c(cosw 1e t-1)	 w.le _ c t
le
.	 )sinw. t
	 cosw. t
	 c sinw. t
	 le t
(D(t) =	 le	 1e	 le	
_
-s(1 -cosw
wie
sc(cosw. t-1)
	 -^ sinw. t
	 c cosw. t+s2	
-SCI 	 lc t - t
	
le	 le	 le
W.
le
0	 0	 0	 1
(5. 2-5)
and C = cos L
s = sinL
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At	 At
((T) = 4)(T) E(0) (5.2-10)
Define E(t) = G (P(t).	 (5. 2-6)
Then E(t) EIG) = p = the expected measurement at time t. By definition
of the least squares technique, choose Et(0) such that it minimizes:
N
\ r = i E 1 (E(t . ) Et (0) - Zi)T (E(t i ) Et(0) - z i )	 (5. 2-7)
which is accomplished when
A 
	
-1 N
E (0) =W	 E ETt.)Z.	 (5. 2-8)i = 1	 1 —1
Z. is a two vector made up of measurements in Eq. (5.2-1).
Also N
W= E	 ET(t.) E(t.)
	
(5. 2-9)
1i=1	 1
The value used to reset the strapdown system is the initial condition ex-
trapolated to the time of reset:
i
T is the time of reset.
The values used to reset the inertial system can be rewritten as a
linear combination of the inputs:
AtE(T) = U . Z.	 (5. 2-11)
1 -1
where
U. = 4)(T)W -1 ET(t.)	 (5. 2-12)1	 1
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5. 2. 3 Covariance Analysis
A covariance analysis has been performed to analyze the least
squares estimation performance when used in the three-stage alignment
scheme defined above. Statistics describing the error equations and quan-
tiz ation errors were modelled. The full model and description of the mea-
surement equations can be found in Appendix E. Conceptually, the system
`	 can be shown as in Fig. 5. 2-1.
True	 Gyro Errors
1	 Rotational
Motion
	
r---v--- -- VN 	 1	 V^1 -
AnalYtic
	
s	 MeasurementAcc.	 Platform
- ^	 Quantities
Errors
	
^^ -	
Compu-	 - 1	 V^ `
	
tations	 V	 - s-	
E
f	 True
Acc.
Figure 5. 2-1	 Basic Strapdown System
V  and V  are respectively the North an(] East accelerometer outputs.
The covariance analysis is carried out in thF follo,cing way:
First consider the crude alignment which estimates thh tilts via a simple
average
{	 EN = (V N(T) - VN(0))/gT
E E = (V E(T) - V E(0))/gT	(5.2-1 ;1
Using the full statistical model for the system errors including the initial
covariance of the states, P , compute
r	 o
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	—	 —T
E N (Tl)^	 gN(T1) ^ i
	
I EN(T)	 rEN(T)'
E E (T)	 EE( PI) I	 EE(T)	 EE(T)I,
C cr 
=E	
E Z (7i)	 0	 EZ(T)	 0
LRN I	 _ 0	 _	 -	 0	 (5.2-14)
I_
	
-	 —I
Replace the appropriate elements of the initial covariance of the
states with the matrix C	 This indicates the covariance of the states
cr
after the crude align reset. Call this matrix P C , where
C
cr
PC = I- -	 (5.2-15)
	
—	
Po J
In the first fine align, the following procedures are followed.
Sampling interval is LT = 10 sec
Total time to alignment is T = 200 sec
Obtain the least squares coefficients, U 1 , U2 , ... , U20 , associated with
the measurements. They are obtained from Eq. (5.2-12). Estimate
^ N(T 2 )	
-	 -
A	 i	 r	 V,4(i+l)LTJ- VNGLT)
E E (T2 ) 	 20	 i
E (T )	 i 1 DT V^(i+1)LT]- VE(iOT)	 (5.2-16)
z 2 	 _
AN(T2)
I
F
i{
l
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Using the covariance, PC, as the initial covariance, compute
EN(T2)
EE(T2)
C F1 = E
Ez(1'2)
N
	
gN(T2)	 EN(T2)
A
	
E E ( T 2 )	 EE (T))
	
E,( 
r2)	 I EZ(1'2)
	
(T2 ) .	I RN
EN(T2)
EE(T2)
^Z(i2)
A
RN(T2)
— (5.2-16)
Replace the appropriate elements of the initial covariance of the states
with the matrix C FI . This indicates the covariance of the error states
after the first fine align reset. Call this matrix PF1'
where	 C F1
PF1	 P0
Fhe second fine align is similar to the first fine align.
Sampling interval is now LT = 28.8 sec.
Total Time is T3 = 12 min
Obtain the least sruares coefficients associated with the measurements,
i.e., U 1 , U2 ,	 U25. They are obtained from Eq. (5. 2-12).
Estimate
n
EN(T3)	
-
E E (T3 )	 25 U. 	 V N [(i+ l) 6T] - VN(i6T)
EZ(T3)	 i 1 uT VE[(i+1)OT] - VE(i6T)
A
RN(T3)
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Using the covariance
	
PF, 1
	as the initial covarian(^e, compute
rE N (T3 )	 EN(T3) 11	 (rE N (T3 ) ^N(T3)^ .T
(T	 E(T1)	 EE( T3)E E3 )	 E EE(T3)
CF2 - 
F
IE Z (T 3 )	 EZ(T3)	 E Z(T3 ) ^L(T3)
RN
	F	 (T	 )	 !	 I
_--N	 ^	 3 J	 l i - N (T )^	
3---
The square root of the diagonal elements of	 CF, 2	are the rms alignment
errors after the second fine align.
The nominal system considered in Section 5. 1 (Eqs.
	
5. 1-1, 2, 3)
( has been used here for comparison of the least squares three-stage alignment
technique 2nd the Kalman filter approach. 	 Below is a table of results.
The results pertaining to Kalman filtering assume only two stages, -
the crude stage and one fine stage where the sampling interval is constant!
over the length of the fine stage.	 For each acceleration environment, re-
sults are given for both 10 sec and 28. 8 sec sampling intervals.
Results on the table indicate that the least squares technique yields
errors which are slightly worse than the optimal results. The deteriora-
tion caused by using the suboptimal estimation scheme is small however.
It is negligible in the case where acceleration is modelled as a 25 cps
sinusoid. In the case where there is a random acceleration environment,i
the deterioration is considerably more. There is about 20" deterioration
in tilt when there is a random acceleration. However, the absolute value
of the resultant tilt error is so small that even the deteriorated accuracy
is acceptable.
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Run Opt. Samp. Stage Total Accel.
or Inter. Time Envi-
Lst. Sq. of ron- EN EE EZ H 
Align Filt. ment sec sec de de /hr
1 Lst. p c t . 10 sec 2 1 min 35g's -1.	 12 -1.	 1 2 256 005
Opt. 10 sec 2 4 min 25 cps 4. 11 4.	 11 255 00173
1,st. Sq. 28.8sec 3 15min 4. 12 4. 12 254 0005
Opt 10 sec 2 15min 4. 11 4. 11 254 00018
Opt 28.8sec 2 15min 4.11 4.11 .254 .00018
2 Lst. Sq. 10 sec 2 4 min lg 4. 35 5. 7 312 015
Opt 10 sec 2 4 min ran. 4. 16 4. 16 254 005
Lst. Sq. 28.8sec 3 15min 5. 2 5. 2 257 008
Opt 10 sec 2 15min 4. 10 4. 10 251 000328
Opt 28.8sec 2 15min 4.3 4.3 .254 .0024
3 Lst. Sq. 10 sec 2 4 min . lg 8. 2 8. 2 435 05
Lst. Sq. 28.8sec 3 15min 12.611 4. 14 4. 14 258 0029
cps
Opt 28.8sec 2 15min 4.11 4.11 .255 .0002
Fable 5. 2-1	 Comparison of Optimal Alignment and Least Squares Alignment
The Norm. gyro bias accuracy is considerably less than optimal.
However, when least squares is used, the estimate is sufficient for align-
ment purposes. One should also remember that the optimal estimation
error is probably overly optimistic because the time-varying C matrix
has not been modelled in the system. If it were modelled, one can be
reasonably sure that estimation of North gyro drift would be not much
better than 10 1/o of 0. 05, or about 0. 005°/hr.
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5.2.4 Conclusions
If the time of alignment were to be fixed, either a three-stage
least squares estimation procedure or a three-stage Kalman estimation
procedure could be implemented with equal ea-e. All that would be nec-
essary would be a prio, • i specification of the	 rhting coefficients (U's)
associated with the measurements. The val , ,, of the coefficients would
be slightly different depending on the techniqu( used in defining them.
However, it is desirable to utilize an alignment scheme where the time of
estimation in the last stage can be extended with little additional effort.
Both Kalman filtering and least square estimation can be accomplished recur-
sively for the case when additional data is available. They therefore both meet
this additional specification. Also, with both techniques, a recursive equa-
tion can be implemented to specify the linear combination of the last best
estimates and the present measurements which specify the present esti-
mate. The least squares algorithms, however, require less computation
and probably less memory space than the Kalman algorithms. '` On the
other hand, if hatch processing techniques are to be used, least squares
estimation requires a modest amount of additional computation to deter-
mine the weighting coefficients. However, converting the Kalman algorithms
into batch processing coefficients requires more computation than can be
easily accommodated in a flight computer.
Because of the general ease of computation involved in the least
squares estimation algorithms when they must be implemented online,
it has been decided that the least square approach should be used in the
alignment scheme. The price paid for reduced accuracy does not appear
to be critical.
The dimension of the system is lower. Also in the least squares technique
the 4) matrix can be computed analytically.
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5. 3 TWO-STAGE VERSUS THREE-STAGE LEAST SQUARES ALIGNIMENT
As was previously stated, the concept of using a three-stage
alignment originated from two lines of reasoning. The first originated
from preliminary studies which were performed on a system where the
measurements were considered to be the doubly integrated accelerometer
outputs. A harsh environment was modelled. Such a measurement had
the advantage that the estimation error was not affected by increasing the
sampling interval, or by increasing the acceleration environment. It had the
disadvantage that there appeared to be a P sensitivity, - an effect created
by uncertainty in the initial covariance matrix. This problem was solved
t ite adequately b proceeding to a three-stage alignment.^ 	q'	 Y YP	 g 	 The resultsg	 g
i	 of this study are described in Appendix C.i
The measurement scheme described above had the disadvantage
that additional state: would be necessary in either least squares esti-
mation algorithms or Kalman estimation algorithms. Therefore, it was
decided to use averaged accelerometer outputs as measurements. The
estimation accuracy then became sensitive to the sampling interval and to
the acceleration environment. Considering the environments expected,
the degradation of accuracy was not excessive. When the new measure-
ment scheme was incorporated into an alignment scheme, the concept of
three-stage alignment was carried over because of the confidence which
had already been established in rising it.
The second line of reasoning which favored a three-stage align-
ment is based on the fact that the error models describing the inertial
system can be modelled as a linear systemm only when the errors are small.
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By using a crude align and a short first fine align, one can be assured that
on the second fine align the equations describing the error are linear.
Thus the linear estimator will predictably estimate the error states.
In order to establish ffie actual need of the three-stage alignment
when using the averaged accelerometer outputs as measurements, several
additional covariance and simulation runs have been made for comparing a
three-stage alignment to a two-stage alignment consisting of one crude and
one fine align. The total filtering time is the same in both cases. The
standard statistics given in Eqs. (5. 1-1) and (5. 1-2) are used as a basis.
However, the initial heading error is assumed to be 10° and the accelera-
tion environment is assumed 0. lg at 12. 611 cps sinusoidal.
J
l._
Run # Situation EST
sec
E_E
sec
EZ
de
RN
de /hr
1 3-stage 4.14 4.19 .258 .0029
(covariance)
2 2-stage 4.14 4.2i 258 .0029
(covariance)
3 3-stage 3.8 2.9 .252 .00061
(simulation)
4 2 - ^ cage 3. 3 3. 0 256 16
l.. _mulation)
Figure 5. 3-1	 Comparison of 2- and 3-Stage Least Squares Alignment Results
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Note t hat with this measurement scheme the covariance analysis
indicates only a nninute degradation of accuracy in going from a three-
stage alignment to a two-stage alignment. Thus it appears that the P
sensitivity observed using the doubly integrated accelerometer outputs
is not observed here. This is probably explicable for two reasons.
(l ) The environment used is not as severe in the present results, and
(2) doubly integrated measurements may have unusually high values for
significant tilt angles. The estimator then can be represented by the
f
addition and subtraction of large numbers. Although the estimator might
l do well on a percentage basis, it is not accurate on an absolute value
basis. Intermediate reset is necessary. On the other hand, averaged
accelerometer outputs never become very large.
The simulation results indicate that only North gyro drift is de-
teriorated in the two-stage alignment. This indicates the effect of non-
linearity.
DRC still recommends the three-stage alignment because it is
necessary to obtain a reliable estimate of North gyro drift rate and it
allows for a safety factor in the case when there may be more severe
environments.
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6. ALIGNMENT EQUATIONS
	
6.1
	
INITIALIZATION
Input:
H	 heading angle
Assumed known quantities:
e
Ch
	
(see Section 4. 1)
Cb
Output:
cosh cosH -sink sin6 cosH
C 	 =	 cosO sinlI	 cosH sin g sines	 Cb	 (6. 1)
-sine	 0	 cose
	
6. 2
	 LEVEL ALIGN
Input: Average of AV (accelerometer outputs) to give acceleration
N
An	 NLt E AVX(i)
i=1
N
A 
	
= C n-	 1	 E AVy(i)	 (6.2)b	 I NLt i=1
N
Az 
_	 L Nit E AVZ(i)i=1
6-1
Output;
UNT2
1 - (1+UNT3)
	 2	 2UNTI+UNT2
n+	 UNTI UN T 2
c  = -(1+UNT3)
	 2	 2UNT 2+UNT2
-UNTI
UNT UNT
-(1+UNT3)	 2	 22
	 UNT 1
UNT 2+UNT2
UNT2
1 -(1+UNT )
	
2	 UNT
3 UNT 2+UNT2	 2
-UNT 2
	-UNT3
Cn-
b
(6. 3)
where
UNT 2 I	
A//A2 + A2+ A2n 6 
l
UNT 2 	=	 Ae/ b An + A 2 iZ 
I
^	 I
`UNT 3	 AZ/I An ` Ae + A`
L	 _^
(6.4)
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F. 3	 FINE ALIGN- STAGE I
Only the misalignment angles need to be estimated since the DCPV1
is reset and the biases are not compensated. The following computations
must be performed for batch processing techiiiques.
_EA 
I	 -	 -
N	 NA	 6T	 Z T(i)
EE i
	
= D 1 (tf l ) (GGI 1 ] 1 1 E11	
,
E (^Tli	 2) ZE(i)
	
(6. 5)
LE
z tf 1
where
tf 1i^T 1 =
 NA1
to	 is total time for Stage I
NA 1 is number of data vectors in the estimate
FZ N (i)	 is the average indicated acceleration resolved
Z (i)	 in the n frame over the time interval 6 r I i-1 s is 6TIi.
^_ E
s = sin L
c = cos L
NA1 T	 LT1	 LT 
GGI 1
 = iEl El (LT l i - 2 ) El(@T 1 i - 2 ) (6. 6)
--	 .
s • sinw. t	 cos W. t	 c - sin	 s(t -cos w	W t	 -	 ie t)
ie	 ie	 ie	 — w
E 
1	 2
(t)_g	 -	 ie
,2	 2 s- sinw	 it- ^(coswt
_ ,)
	
W.
t 1) s sinw tie	 2 i1-s cos w	 i
ie
, t- c	 e	 e	 + c t
-
ie
(6. 7)
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e-
2	 2	 -s2sinw, t
s cosw, t+ c
	
-s sinw. t	 sc(cosw, t-1)	 ie - c2t
	
ie	 ie	 ie
-ie
D, (t)
	 s sinw 1e t	 cos w 1e t	 c sinw1et	 -s(1 -coswie0
w.ie
2	 2	 -sinwiet
sc(cosw. t-1) - csinw. t	 c cosw. t+s	 -sc	 -tie	 ie	 ie	 _ W.ie	
(6. 8)
A number of computational techniques can be used to perform
the above calculations. These are discussed in Sec. 8.
At the end of Stage I, the direction cosine matrix can be reset
using the following ccmputa ­.on
A E 	 Acos E	 -sin	 E
z	 z	 y
j	 b =	 sin E Z	 cos E z	 4	 CbC 	 (6.9)
i	 A	 A
-E	 E	 1y	 x
The resulting matrix is made orthonormal in the direction cosine
update routine.
Output:
Reset DCNI
Input:
Depends on computational technique (see Sec. 8)
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6. 4
	
FINE ALIGN - STAGE II
At the end of the second stage of fine align, the following compu-
tations are performed from the filter estimates.
Output:
• Reset direction cosine matrix
• Compensate north component of gyro bias
• Compensate vertical component of accelerometer bias
A
E 1V
E E 	 -1 NA2 T	 LT 	
Zn(i)^
= D 2 (tf2 )(GGI 2 )	 i E 1 El (L T2'- .^ )	 (6. 10)E	 -	 JE(i) j
Z	 I	 -
R N J
tf2
A	 1 NA2
A	 E (Z (i) + g)	 (6.11)z	 NA i = 1	 z
where	 t f2
T2 = NA2
tf2 is total time for Stage II
NA 2
 is nuinber of data vectors in the estimate
LNG) is the average indicated acceleration resolved in the
r
ZE(i)
	
frame over the time interval LT 2 i-1 < t< O 2T i
LZt(i)
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s = sir, L
c = cos L
NA	 6-1,	 L T11
	
GGI 2 = i E i Ei (LT 2i - 2 2 ) EI(6T i- __" )	 (6.12)2
Fzr	
2	 2	
•1et	 2
s cosw. t+c	 -s sinw, t	 s c(cosw. t-1)	 - c t
	
ie	 ie	 ie	 wie
-s(1-cosw. t)
	
s sinw, t	 cosw. t	 c sinw, t	 ie
	
ie	 ie	 ie	 v .
D 2(t) =	 2	 2	 sine tsc(cosw. t-1)	 -c sinw. t c cosw. t+s	 -sc	 1e - t
	
ie	 ie	 ie	 w
ie
0	 0	 0	 1
(6.13)
RN 	is north component of gyro bias;
A
	
	
is vertical component of accelerometer bia3
z
The computational alternatives of the above equations are discussed
in Sec. 8.
^y
4
t
At the end of Stage II the direction cosine matrix is reset
	
A	 A	 A
	
COs E	 -sin Ez	 E
z	 y
b =	 sin E z	 cos E Z	 -Ex	 CbC 
A
	
A
E	 E	 1y	 x
(6. 14)
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The estimate of the north gyro bias component in b axes is given
	r A	
A
	I h	 RNX	
--T
	
R	 = Cb	0
Y	 J
	
R	 oz	 L —
as
(6. 1 5)
The th- ,-e gyros are rebiased using the above components.
The estimate of the vertical component of accelerometer bias in
b ax,	 '.s given as
A
	A}
	!	 0
T
	
A	
i	
C  	 0by
	
L A	 L Abz	 z (6. 16)
and the three accelerometers are rebiased using the above components.
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7. COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS
AND TRADE-OFF STUDIES
Trade-off studies are presented in this section based on results
obtained using the digital computer simulation program described in Ap-
pendix A. Of particular interest are the effects of sensor quantization
and calibration accuracy on alignment time and accuracy. The effect of
computer word length (single precision versus double precision) is dis-
cussed later in the next section along with the estimated computer require-
ments.
The results presented here are for the 3-stage alignment scheme
which begins w'_th a coarse alignment and ends with two stages of fine
ali snmer.t. The reasons for choosing this 3-stage alignment scheme over
a two-stage scheme were discussed earlier in Section 5. 3. The different
results obtained by these two schemes using the computer simulation are
now discussed.
1 . 1	 TWO-STAGE VERSUS THREE-STAGE ALIGNMENT
'	 A computer simulation study was performed using the nominal set
i of input parameters described in Table 7. 2-1 of the next subsection. How-
ever, there was one exception to this nominal set. The ' nitial azimuth tilt
error was raised from 2 degrees to 10 degrees in order to induce nonlinear
effects into the results.
Two simulations were run using identical input parameters: one
using two stages of alignment and one using three stages of alignment.
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By the end of 920 seconds there was no appreciable difference between
the platform tilt err:)rs of the two runs. However, there was a substantial
difference in the bias estimates produced by the two schemes. This dif-
ference is illustrated in Fig. 7. 1 -1 where the estimated biases of the
north component of gyro drift rate and the vertical component of acceler-
onieter bias are plotted as a function of the alignment time. The estimated
biases using the two-stage scheme are shown as dashed lines, while the
estimated biases using the three-stage scheme are shown as solid lines.
The biases values inserted into the simulation were 0. 05 deg/hr for
the gyro and 20 pg for the accelerometer. It is seen from Fig. 7. 1 -1 that
by the middle of the second stage of fine align the three-stage scheme has
closed in on the correct bias values. On the other hand, the two-stage
scheme using only one stage of fine align has deviated substantially from
the correct values.
Thus the simulation results hav-: presented us with another reason
for selecting a three-stage alignment over a two-stage scheme. The dif-
ference noted here was not obtained when using the linear covariance pro-
gram. Thus, the difficulty that the two-stage alignment scheme had in
estimating the biases is attributed to the nonlinearities inherent in the
computer simulation.
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Figure 7. 1 -1	 Difference in Bias Values Estimated by the
Two Stage and Three Stage Alignment Schemes.
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T7. 2 RESULTS FOR THE NOMINAL CASE
The input parameters for the nominal case are listed in Table 7. 2-1.
The nominal case is the one which is most likely to represent the operating
environment. The effect of other possible environments on the alignment
results is discussed in the trade-off studies presented in Sections 7. 3 and
r 7.4.
The input parameters that were most difficult to define for this
analysis were those associated with the vibrational motion (rotation and
translation). A separate study being run concurrently with this one was
to provide us with a vibrational spectrum based on actual measurements
ftaken aboard the helicopter. However, the full data processing of these
measurements was not completed in time, and instead DRC was instructed
f
to perform its study with a simple sinusoidal model. Preliminary analysis
of the measurements taken aboard the helicopter indicated that the vibra-
tional spectrum was peaking about 25 hz.
To simulate this frequency an update interval of approximately
0. 02 seconds is required. The inverse of the product (. 02)(25) produces
two samples per cycle. In order to decrease the running time for the
computer simulation, it was agreed that the frequency used for the vibra-
tional motion model could be (1 /2) 25 or 12. 5 hz. This would allow a
doubling of the update interval to 0. 04 seconds, which cuts the computer
((	 running time approximately in half.
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Latitude	 42"
Gravity	 32. 17 ft/sect
Gyro Biases	 0. 050/hr
Accelerometer Biases	 20 pg
Initial Estimates	 20 about each axis
Accelerometer Quantization	 . 0025 ft/sec
Gyro Quantization	 .84 sec
Translational Vibration	 . lg along each axis
Rotational Vibration	 1°/sec about each axis
Course ( level) Align Time
	
20 sec	 f-
Stage I Fine Align	 200 sec with 20 samples
(	
Stage II Fine Align	 720 sec with 25 samples
^	 l
Initial true b axes along North, East , Vertical
Table 7. 2 -1 Input Parameters for Nominal Case
i
^j
3
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kP
1A	 In Run 1 for the nominal case the update interval was 0. 04 seconds
r
and the vibrational motion was modeled by a sinusoid with a frequency of
1	 12. 5 hz. The platform tilt errors for this run are graphed in Fig. 7. 2-1
as a function of time. For reference and comparison, also shown are the
tilt errors which occur when there is no quantization error and no vibra-
tional motion. Under this no-noise environment, the tilt errors immediately
achieve their theoretical limits: the accelerometer biases in level and
the east pointing gyro bias divided by earth rate times cos L in azimuth.
A visual inspection of Fig. 7. 2-1 reveals that the results of Run 1 are
not much different from the theoretical limits. The reason for these
overly optimistic results is the uniform sampling of the vibratory motion
sinusoid from cycle to cycle. With identical sampling in each cycle the
pt
	disrupting ef.rect of this sinusoid on the accelerometer measurements will
tend to be eliminated when these measurements are averaged. Since this
would not be the case if the vibratory motion were being modeled in a more
sophisticated manner (i. e. , a spectrum rather than a simple sinusoid),
the , requency of the sinusoid was changed to 12. 611 hz to avoid identical
sampling during each cycle of the sinusoid!. The results of this change
(identified as Run 2) on the level platform tilts are shown in Fig. 7. 2-2.
Here it is seen that the results of Run 2 are considerably different from
the theoretical limits during the initial portion of alignment, but they
tend to approach the theoretical limit near the end of the second stage of
fine alignment.
The phase of the 12. 611 hz sinusoid with respe_^ to the 0. 04
updating intervals is taken from a set of random numbers generated from
n	 7-6
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Figure 7. 2-1 Platform Tilt Errors Versus Time
Nominal Case - Run 1
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a uniform distribution. Another simulation run with a different phase
angle for the 12. 611 hz sinusoid was performed, and the level tilt error
C^ results for this run :designated Run 3) are presented in Fig. 7.2-3. In
Run 3 the initial level tilt errorG are about twice as large as they were
in Run 2, but they still approach ti eir ;heoretical limit by the end of the
second stage of fine alignment.
The azimuth tilt errors for Runs 2 and 3 are presented in Fig.
{	 7. 2-4. In both runs the initial azmvth tilt error was close to 3 degrees,
but again the tilt error was -:pproximately that of the theoretical limit by
the end of the second finF- alignment stage. Actually, in this case the
theoretical limit was essentially achieved after 500 seconds of alignment
time.
The results of estimating the effective bias levels in the Z (vertical)
accelerometer and north gyros are graphFd in Fig. 7 . 2-5. The horizontal
lines at 20 pg for the accelerometer and 0. 05 deg/hr for the gyro repre-
sent the results for the no quantization., no vibrational motion case. The
solid line curves for Run 1 are extremely close to those for the no noise
case, and in fact, the reader will find it difficult to listinguish the Run 1
^j	 curves from the horizontcl lines in parts of the graph. The dashed line
l	 curves for Run 2 represent the r asults that are more likely t o occur. The
bias estimates for Run 2 a: e po-,r during the first stage of fine alignment,
but become quite good by the end of the second stage of fine alignment. For
the gyro, the initial bias estimate after 40 seconds of alignment time is
-0. 8 deg/hr, which is well off the graph. The curve goes off the graph
c
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nagain at 90 seconds, the bias estimate here being -0. 14 deg/hr. Thus,
with the two stages of fine alignment the relative improvement of the gyro
bias estimate during the alignment period is most dramatic.
t
f
f
1
^l
c
0
E7.3 EFFECT OF VARYING INERTIAL INSTRUMENT QUANTIZATION
LEVELS ON PLATFORM TILT ERRORS
In the nominal case, the inertial instrument quantization levels
i	 were:
0. 84 sec	 for the gyros
0. 0025 ft/ sec for the accelerometers.
In this subsection these quantization levels are increased in order to ob-
serve the degradation which takes place in the alignment.
Accelerometer
The quantization levels in the accelerometers were raised to 0. 25
ft/ sec, which is 100 times greater than that used in the nominal case.
:s
The effects of this increase on the platform tilts EN,EE, C  are graphed
in Figs. 7. 3-1, 7.3-2, and 7. 3-3, respectively. For comparison purposes,
the corresponding tilt errors for the nominal case are plotted on these
graphs in dashed lines.
LIt caa be seen that the level tilt errors during the first stage of
fine alignment have been greatly effected by the increase in the quantization
Ulevel. However, by the end of the second stage of fine alignment, the level
tilt errors are only slightly higher than in the nominal case.
fl
The increased quantization produced an increased azimuth tilt er-
ror during the first stage, but its degrading effect was negligible by the
end of the second stage.
P1.
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Figure 7. 3-1	 Effect of Increasing the Accelerometer
Quantization Level on the North Platform
Tilt Error
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= These simulation results are in general agreement with results
obtained from the covariance error analysis program. 	 A compar ison of
the simulation and covariance results are presented in Table 7. 3-1 for the
t end points of the t , : o stages of fine alignment.
E N 	 EE	 E 
(sec)	 (sec)	 deg
End of First Stage: Covariance 	 13.3	 13.3	 0.67
Simulation	 6.1	 8.3	 0.78
i
End of Second Stage: Covariance 	 4.9	 5.0	 0.26
Simulation	 5, 8	 3. 0	 0.27
Table 7.3-1	 Comparison of Covariance Results With
One Simulation Run
- Any interpretation of the results in Table 7.3-1 must take into account
that the covariance results represent an rms error over some large en-
semble, whereas the simulation result is only for one run. 	 Time and cost
considerations did not allow a full Monte Carlo type of analysis to be per-
formed using the simulation; this type of study would have generated rms
errors which could have been compared directly to the covariance rms
ff
-	 lj=
errors.
Gyr
- The quantization levels in the gyros were raised to 16. 8 sec,
	 a
value which is 20 times greater than that used in the nominal case.
	 The
effect of this increase on the level platform tilts is illustrated in Fig. 7. 3-4.
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Figure 7. 3-4 Effect of Increasing the Gyro Quantization Level
On the Level Platform Tilt Errors
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1	 For comparison purposes, the results for the nominal case are plotted
on these graphs using dashed lines. A visual inspection reveals that the
increased quantization level affected the level alignment errors signifi-
cantly during both stages of fine alignment. This is to be expected since
{ E	 the magnitude of the quantization level essentially acts as a white noise
(	 addition to the tilt errors. If more sample points had been taken during
the run, the curves would have appeared more noisy than they do.
The effect of this increased quantization level on the azimuth tilt
error was negligible since the additive 20 sec noise was insignificant com-
pared to the 0. 26 deg error in azimuth tilt which existed prior to increasing
the quantization level. Thus the azimuth tilt error curve for the increased
quantization level is essentially identical to the one already shown for Run
2 in Fig. 7. 2-4, and another graph is unnecessary.
Again the simulation results are in general agreement with those
from the covariance program. The covariance program indicates that
with a 20 times increase in gyro quantization level, there is approximately
'	 a 50% increase in the level tilt errors; i. e. , an error increase from 4. 3 sec
rips to 6.4 sec rms at the end of the second stage of fine alignment. How-
ever, there is no increase at all in the rms azimuth tilt error.
F 7. 4 ALIGNMENT ACCURACY VERSUS CALIBRp TION ACCURACY
In the nominal case the alignment accuracy by the end of the second
stage of fine alignment was approximately equal to the theoretical limits.
These theoretical limits are go^,erned by the level accelerometer and east
gyro equivalent bias accuracies. The assumed calibration accuracies of
20 µg for the accelerometer biases results in level alignment errors of
7-20
4. 1 sec. The assurned calibration accuracy of 0. 05 deg/hr for the equiva-
lent east gyro results in an azimuth alignment error of 0. 26 deg. For
any change in these bias accuracies, there will be a proportional change
in the resulting tilt errors. The resulting straight line accuracy curves
are presented in Fig. 7. 4-1.
l
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8. ESTIMATED COMPUTER REQUIRF_VIENTS
The following information is available on the 4 PI computer to be
used on the V / STOL helicopter.
Single precision (SP)	 15 bits and sign bit
Double precision (DP)	 31 bits and sign bit
(us microseconds)
DP ADD 3.8 us
DP MULT 11. 5 as
DP DIV 46.3 as
SP LOAD '3.75 as
DP LOAD 5.00 us
SP STORE 4.58 us
DP STORE 5.83 us
SHIFT	 1, 88 + 1. ?..N as
N is the number of bits shifted
SIN 244	 u s
COS 230	 us
SORT 250	 us
8-1
zlu-
0
L4
r'
t,i
t
a
r^
I --
a.
Single precision numbers are good to 1 part in 2 15 -1 or 1 part in 32767.
Double precision numbers are good to 1 part in 2 31 -1 or 1 part in
2, 147, 483, 647.
Initialization
The accuracy of the computations should be compatible with the
accuracy of the input and output numbers. For instance H, (the heading
angle) has a range of 0 < H s 360°. The initial estimate of H has an
expected accuracy of at least ±2° (resolution). Hence H can be stored
in a word length good to 1 part in 180. In this case single precision will
do well.
Required	 Memory	 Time
Range	 Resolution	 SP	 DP	 words	 as
g	 +100
	
+10
	 x
SIN 0	 x	 ].
COS 9	 x	 1
Sin 0 and Cos 0 can be precomputed and stored in single precision
word:,,.
• (heading)	 0 to 360°	 +20	 x	 1
• in radians	 x	 l	 11. 5
SIN H	 x	 1	 244
COS H	 x	 1	 230
Note that all the elements of a direction cosine matrix have a
range -1	 C.. < 1. The resolution given by single precision words is
8-2
4
l
compatible with the accuracy of the input and output quantities for the
initialization.
_ The computation of C 	 (see Eq. (6. 1) requires
28
Time	 as
322MULT
ADD 15 57
_ LOAD 37 138.75
STORE 37 169.46
i 687. 21	 us
Memory required - 27 words and sin, cos subroutine.
E	 Level Align
Required
Range Resolution	 SP
A +. 3g 3 x 10 -4g	 x
n
A + . 3g 3 x 10 4g	 x
a
A +1. 5g -43 x 10	 g	 xZ
Range A n = .2 rad x 1. 5g = . 3g
DP
The level align is basically an averaging scherie. Hence even
with perfect accelerometers, the estimate of level will be off due to ro-
tational motion. The amount c-an be calculated from tLP model of rotation-
al motion. The model is
wl = w 0 sin (wt + )
t^
8-3
where
w 0 = V/sec
w =25 cps
hence
0 = -00 cos (wt x d )
where
e
00	 1^ se^c5 N 1 x 10-4rad
2 x 1. 5g (range)	
~ .2 x 10 4 = 2 x 103
1 x 10 -4 x 1. 5g (resolution) 
UNT1
UNT2
UNT3
J
Hence single p
Range
+.2
+.2
+1.0
recision is consistent with the above result.
Required
Resolution	 SP	 DP
	
1 x 10 -4	 x
	
1 x 10 -4	 x
	
1 x 10 -4	 x
UNT1
UNT2
UNT3
Mult Time Add Time Div Time S(lrt Time Load Time Store Time
6 69 3 11.4 1 46.3 1 250 11 41.25 11 50.38
6 69 3 11.4 1 46.3 1 250 11 41.25 11 50.38
6 69 3 1.1.4 1 46.3 1 250 11 41.25 11 50.38
8-4
Total Time	 1 404. 99 ps
Required
Range	 Resolution
UNTi
UNT 2 + UNT1	 0 to 1	 1 x 10-4
UNT UNT
1	 2	 t 1/2	 I x 10-4
UNT i + UNT2
UNT2	
-4
Oto1	 1 x10
UNTi +UNT2
Possible computational problems could arise in the above ratios
so it is suggested that double precision be used. Also if UNT i + UNT2
< 10 8 , then set
	
n	 n-C b = Cb
From Eq. (6. 3 )
C	 = MC 11
	b 	 b
The computation of M requires:
Mult Time Add Time Div Time Load Time Store Time
16 184us 10 38us 4 185.2us 20 75us 20 91.6us
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Computation of Cb
	 M Lb
Mult Time	 Add	 Time	 Load Time	 Store Time
27	 310.5	 18	 68. 4	 45	 168. 75	 45	 206. 1
Total Time	 1327. 55 us
Total Memory	 47 words and sgrt subroutine
Cb is then converted to double precision for the direction cosine
update.
Fine Align
A number of computational alternatives are available to determine
the estimates given by Eq. (6. 5) and Eq. (6. 10).
1. Precompute all weighting coefficients.
2. Precompute D(GGI) -1
	El (AT 1 0 and EI ( AT 2 i) are eval-
uated in the onboard computer.
3. Perform all computations in the onboard computer.
Fine Align - Stage I
1. Precompute all weighting coefficients by evaluating the terms
0T
D 1 (tf 1 )(GGI 1 ) -1
 1 1 ( LT 1 i -	 1 )
i = 1, 20
8-6
3 H
2
For L = 42' and g = 32, 17 ft/ sec the results are:
Fine Align - Stage 1
SAMPLE NUMBER	 1-- -- -
_
--I
091373279393E-04 0,2886421372E-02 0, 000_0000000E+0_0-
2 -.2886434194E-02 0,1373278844E-04 0,0000000000E+00
0,259895525	 -0210,00OOnDOOOOE4003 -.8193980871E+00
4 -,1408488395E-06 -,4440675087E-04 0,0000000000E+00
0,0000000000E+00 Q &_000.000QkQ0E*00 0-150Q9Q- QQOOQE-01__
SAMPLE NUMBER	 2
0,1091867979E-04 0 1_2418988075E-02 0,0000000000E±00--
2 -,2419001914E-02 0,1091866576E=04 0,0000000000E+00
3 -,7331477132P+00 0,222016;386	 E- 0,0000000000E+00
-, 4 -,1203204640E-06 -,3973238442E-04 0,0000000000E+00
5 O^OOOOO00000E+00 0jLOO9-OO000Q0E+00_0.5000000000E-01
--------------------------------------
AMPLE NUMBER	 3
-
U 
----^ ---1
	
--- -
- -- 3-------
1 40 83326555 9E-05 9	 3460,1	 5155	 1E-02 0,0000 000000E_±00_
-- 2 - - ,19515-6T605E-02
_
0,833263	 973E-05 O,000OOUOOOOE+00
0,1883460043EzO2lO.00OOOUCOOOE+003 -,6468969495F+OQ
-,1020	 299	 E-o -,35058OU852E =04 0,000OODU000E+00
---5 - O,000OO;"0000E±00 O LOOO0000000E+00 0,500000_00OOE_-01
SAMPLE NUMBER	 4
1 0 1 5974721247E-05 0,148 4 11 7 6 4 0E = 02 0,0_000OUOOOOE+00
- - -2- 
_
-,-1481131517E-02 0,5974698377E-05
_ -
O,OOG0000000E+00
3 -	 56n64584	 7F+n 588843733E=02 0,0000000000e+00
4 -,8610644288E-07 -,3n38362426E-04 0,000OOUOOOOE+00
5 0,0000000000E+00 0,0000000000E+00 0,5000080000E-01
1	 8-7
.-	 r
SAMPLE NUMBER	 5
_1O l 38_44878507E-05_
2	 -,1016693897E-02
3	 -,4743944357E+00
^,	 0 0
	 E-0
S	 090000000000E*00
0,1016680725E-02
384-4- 65-44-4- dE-w 65
0113363i5155E -02
--,25700E---6--4 
0,0000000000E*00
0, 0_00000_00_OOE_*0_0
0,0000000000E*00
0,0000000000E*00
0,0000000000E*00
0,5000000000E-01
P-1SAMPLE NUMBER	 6
-^ -------- i --------- ---------- 3-------
i _ 0,1943i26949E-05	
5
0,5492428260E=03 0,0_00000_00OOE_+0_0___
2- - s-5 -2 4'9 	 _195-4" -64E-03 0,4-310 -5236E C. 	0,0000000000_E+ 00
3	 -,3881427775E+00 0 1 1125874531E-02 0,0000000000E+00
-,	 -,	 0	 ,0000000000 * 0
-5 - 0,0000000000E*00 0,0000000000E+00-0,5000000000E-01 - -
SAMP4E -NV-M B-E-R 7
1 0,2694741906E-06 0,8180405470E-04 0,0 000000 000E*00
---2- ,-818J'5--06j52E---OT 0 -1 2 -69 -4519742E=06 0,-000000000	 *00
3 -,3018909128F+00 0 9575220875E=03 0,00,':"11000000E+00
-,	 i	 E- -,i	 O-	 2	 4	 =04 0,OOo00000OOE*00
9 0,0000000000E+00 0,0000000000E*00 0,5000000000E-01
l' '-S^M-P-[ ^ '•' 7N8^
- -0 - - ----- --- - 2 -- ---- - ---3-------
1 -,1176085711E-05 -,3856354777E-03 0,0000000000E*00
- 2-- p t-3856256585E =03 =,1176105787E-05
-
0,0000OU0000E*00
3 -,2156388876E+00 0,8312577586E;-03 0,000OOUOOO OE*00
4 -,4504951828E-07 -,1168601602E=0 0,0000000000E+00
!( 5 0,000 000000 0E+00 0, 0000000000E*00 0,5000000000E-01
r
1	 8-8
1:1
i
SAMPLE NUMBER	 9	 ---	 --	 --	 —
	
1	 - .2393552258E - 0 5 _- ,8 5 30756598E_03
	2	 OtA53p669148E- 03 -,2393569976E =OS
	
3	 -,1293867477E+00 0.747081193n_E=03
	
-- Z—
	
-.4048761885E-07 -,7011616730E-05
9 — 0.0000000000E+00 010000000000E*00
Cs0000000000E±0_0
0,0000000000E+00
0 0000000000E+00
0,0000000000E+00
015000.000000E-01
SAMPLE NUMBER	 i0
-._33_829_20_%4_F-05 - L132051638OE=02 O^	 OOOOOOOO OE_+00--_
2 0,1320508459E-02 -,3382936302E-05 0,0000000000E+00
3 -.4313453899P-01 0499319	 0	 3 0	 0000000	 00E+0
4 -.3820668416E-07 -,2337205763E-05 0,0000000000E+00
-- 5 _ 04 	000('00000E+00 010000000000E*00-015000000QUE-Ok----
SAMPLE NUMBER	 11
.----- ---- ----- ---------
	 ------
-^ ----- 2 5-
1 . 4 14 4 1 9 56 9 9E-0 5 -71787957528E=02 0,0000000000E±00— —_
2 0,17879500 4 3E-02 -.4144209833E=05 0,000OOOOOOJE*00
3 431	 769265	 -01 ''49	 82	 =	 3 0,0000000000E+00
-,	 2393E-0
_
0 1 233	 20S7 61E o 05 0,0000000000E+00
S _ 0,0000000000E+00 0-t-OOOOOOUOOOE+00_0,5000000000E -01—
AMPLE NUMBER	 12
0,0000000000E+00
010000000000E+00
0 0000000000E+00
0,0000000000E+00
015000000000E-01
1	 -.467737 0 9 1 7E - 0 5 -.225 5398992E-02_
2 
_ 
p ,2255391417E
- 02 -,4677384717E=05
3	 0,i293699013F+00 0,1470811765E=03
4	 -,4048761711E-07 0,7011616728E-05
— 5 — 0.0000000000E±00 0L_0000000000E*00
C
1	 8-9
tf
SAMPLE NUMBER	 13
i -,4982449429E-05 -;2722840660E-02 0,000000000 0 E+00- __
- --^- 0,-27'2 -2932-3345- 0-2   4^82464465Eo05 0, 0060000000E400
3 0,2156220412E+00 83	 2576136E=03 0,0000000000E+00
-o4504MME-07 O,li6d6Oe6	 2	 oO ,Gu000000o0	 +0
- - -5 - 0,0000000000E+00 0 1 0000000000E*00 0 1 5000000000E-01_ -_
S AMPLe NUMB 	 14
1 -,5059429619E-05 - , 3190282421E o 02 0,00 0 00O0000E+00
2 4,3190272543E-02 ,5059447903E-05 0.0000000000E+00
3 0,3018740665E+00 o	 957522357C+E-03 0,0000000000E+00
-,	 1	 1_-0 0,1	 3	 04	 2	 4	 -U4 O,000OOUOOOOE+00
5 0,000000OOOOE•00 O_^OOOOOOUOM:+ 00- 0,5000000000E-01
F3
S AMPLE NUMBER	 15
_
i -,,908311428E-05 - j 365772 4 164EwC2 0,000000000 0E+00
---
2
--- 0,3657711-7 98E=02 -,-440-8335422=03 0, 0000000000E+00
3 0,3881259312F•00 ^,1i2587 5 3 4 2E=02 0,000000OOnOE+00
-,	 =-u, n	 6	 =0 ,0000
	
0000	 +
5 - 0,0000000000E+00 O,000OOO0000E+00-0,5000000000E-01-
hAMHLb NUMBER
L
-2
-3__-___
1 -,4529101041E-05 -,4125165778E=02 O,000OOOOOOOE*00
2 - 325149350E=02 -,-4529133650E=05 0,00000D-00"E-+QC-
3 0,47437 75894F+00 3	 63	 535 5E= o,0000000000E+00
V 4 - 1
	242081355E-07 0,2570923277E=04 0,0000000000E+00
5 0,0000000000E+00 0,0000000000E+00 0,5000000000E-01
e
t	 8-10
-
SAMPLE NUMBER	 17 -
-^ --- ----- 1 ---- ----- 2 -- 3- -
1 - ,3921789037E-05 -1459260715iE-02 . 01 0000000000E *00- _-
2 0,4592586448E-02 -,3921833616E-05 0,0000000000E*00
5 0,5606289954F+00 0,1588844 p 58E - 02 0,0000000000E+00
-,8610	 4.6 3E-07 0,3036362426E=04 0,000OOUCOOOE+00
0,0000000000E+00 0 1 00000OU000E*00 O t 	0000UO000E-01 - --
SAMPLE N MB	 18
	
1	 -,_30863_80_042E-05=15060048172E-02 0_l_0000000000E±00 
	
2	 0050 6 00213 4 7E-02 -,3086440388E=05 0,0000000000E*00
	3	 n.6468801033F+00 O.1A834605	 P _0,00-0000000E+00
	
S	 -,10 0 30214 E - 06 0 i 3505800851E=04 0100000000OOE400
5 _ O_OOOOOOOOOOE*00 0i0000000000E+00_0.5000OOOQOQE-01
SAMPLE NUMBER	 19
---1 _ . -,2022877116 E-05 -,552748873 0E=02 0,000000_0000E±0-0-
	2	 0,5527454295E-02 -,2022957477E=05 0,0000000000E*00
	
3	 0,7331308671E+00 0,222016 4 ]09E=02 O,OOOOOUOOOOE+00
	
4	 -11203204727E-06 o,397323b442E-04'0,000OOOOOOOE*00
5 - 0,000000000E+OC 0 jL00000 . 0-0000E*00 0,5000000000E-01
SAMPLE N M	 0
	1	 -,7312755230E-06 -,599492.8713E-02 0,0000000000E_*00 -
	
--- - 2
	
p5994885p46E-02 -,7313805894Ea06 0,0000000000E+00
	
3	 0:8193812410F+00 0,2598955618E=02 0,0000000000E*00
	
4	 - 1 1408488541E-06 0,4440675087EoO4 0,0000000000E*00
5__ 0,0000000GOOE*00 0 0000000000E*00 0.5000000000E-01
8-11
2. If D 1 (GGI 1 ) -1 is precomputed the result is:
SAMPLE NUMBER	 20
d*a-*'G--------i-----
1	 -,9698904232E-04
__2_____#4732789376e_06
3	 -,8716610415E-04
--------------3---------4----
0;47327R;3 7 7E-06 -.6716610923E-04 -;145302 8604 E-05
-;9698'r415 4 9E o04--0.2681141167E-01 - 4723915640E-O--8
-;2 h 811 4 1167E=01 0. 4 9 4 722 74 11E+01 0',1279258070 E-1 0
Simulation results show that
ZN (i)	 1 x 10 1	 fti sec 
Ze(i) S	 1 x 10 1	 ft/sec
The simulation also shows that the misalignment estimates are
approxima,ely 100 times larger than the estimation errors. Hence sin-C -E
precision computations are consistent with these results. However, due
to the number of numerical operations, and the resultant round-off error,
it is recommended that double precision be used (see the discussion at
the end of this section).
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Fine Align - Stage II
1. Precompute all weighting coefficients. The results are:
SAMPLE NUMBER	 1
-
u
 --------1 --------- 2 -----------3--
1__ 0, 4 0 34 10 3 9 4 0E-_0 4 0'2342999844_E=O2 O_i000000-OOOOE*00__
	
2	 - ,2343131845E-02 0,4034087268E=04 0,0000000000E+00
	
3	 -,1838225232E+00 0,2109748 4 11E=02 0 000 000 00E+00
	
4	 -,1143419481E-06 -,9962521817Ev05'010000000000E+00
5 - 0,0000000000E+00 O jOOOOOOUOU0 ±00 0_t_400Q000-OkE-01
SAMPLE NUMBER	 2
1 _ 0,33759_53831E-04 _0IL204_4177413_E=02
	
2	 - ,2044319054E-02 0,3375909774E=04
_	
-,1685088506E+00 0,1862208995E.02
	
_4	 -,1009260613E-06 -,9132380800E=05
-5 _ O-0000000000E+00 010000-000000E+00
------ 3--- ---
01 0000000004E +00 -
0,0000000000E+00
0 0000000	 OE+00
0,0000000000E+00
-_0,4p00000_0_0
SAMPLE NUMBER	 3
U 1 2 3
1 0r2759791058E-04 01745346029E=02 0,_0000000000E+00
-__ 2 - ,1745 4 92329E-02 0,27ti9726852E904 0,000000000CE+00
3 - ,1531944347E +00 0	 1636191140E=02 0	 0000000	 00E+00
4 - 1 8867657795E-07 -,8302221748E-05 0,0000000000E+00
5 _ 0,0000000000E+00 0 jL0000000000E+00 0_1 4000000000E-01
AMPLE NUMBER	 4
--u
-	 - -	 1	 -- -	 - Z--- 3 -
1 0,2185618189E-04_0i1446506280E =02 0,0000000000E+00
--- 2---
  ,-1446652987E-02 0,2185540220E-04 0,0000000000E+00
3 -,1378793432E+00 0	 1431695765E=02 0	 0000000000E+00
4 -,77-59354769F-07 -,7472046301E=05 0,0000000000E+00
5 0,0000000000E+00 0 1 0 . 000000000E + 00 0,40000_OOOOOE-01
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SAMPLE NUMBER	 5
	1	 0,i653437795E-04
	
--2	 ,11,7802347E-02
	3	 -,1225636434E*00
-,6767 702051E--T7
5	 0,00 00000000E* 00
O , 1i47658757E-02
0,1653351593E_04
0,1248723792E-02
fib 0 8 wU 5
0,000000U000E*00
0,00000 00000E*0 0
0,0000000000E+00
0, 00 0 0000000E*00
0,0000000000E*00
0,4000000000E-01
S AMPLE NUMBER	 6
1	 0,1163252270E-04 0 1 8488040510Ea03 0 , 0000000000E-000_-
2	 - j8489417237E^03 O,1i63162515E=04 0,0000000000E*00
3	 ,,1072474031E+00 o,in87276o52E=02 0,0000000000E•00
Ull-	 0 1	
U -,5 +11 52TTd-E -O 0, 000OOUOOOOE*00
5	 0,0000000000E*00 0 1 00 0000 UOOOE*00 0,4000000000E-01
.c
SAMPLE NUMBER
	 7
--	
-
1	 0,7150637336E-05 0 i 5499427507E=03 01000000000 0 E * 00
---2---,3500-724447E -03 0,714-9742530E=05 0,O0000O6600E*do
3	 -,9193068987E-01 0,9473532362E-03 0.000 0000000E*00
-,	 _	 E-0 -,	 ff-2T--0	 , OOOOOUOOOQE*00
- -5 - 0,0000000000E+00 0,0000000000E*00 -0,4000000000E-01- --
ri	
^iAMFLE 
NUMBER	
a
1	 0,30 8 8741309E-05 0,2510754470E-03 0,0000000000E*00
--- 2-- - 25119581 9 1E-03 - 0;- 3087878 9 95E=05 0,0000000000E+-QO
3	 -,7661357109E-01 0i8289559443E-03.0,00000 000 00E*00
ul	 -, 4	 7^b'^ 07 =,4-15ili334-RE-U-5 0,0000000000 *00 
5	 o,0000000000E *00 o,000000UOOOE+00 0,400000000 OF-01
Ell
r.1
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nu
C
^G
0
D
M r
G
f^
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C
1	 -,3775010111E-05 -d4667_48099_E-03
- -2 - 0,3465741888E-03 -,3775752288E-05
3	 -,4597838740E-01 0,6567400722E-03
-,35593 292 l0E • 0-.2 4 90 41126E=05
-
5 _ 00000000OOOOE+00 o_j_LO 000000E+00
------
 
3
--- ----
010000000000E!00-
0,000OOGOOOOE+00
0,0000000000E+00
0,0000000000E+00
-0 1 4 000000000E-01 _ -
SAMPLE NUMBER	 11
U i I W,6576835949E-05
	
2	 016454649345E-03
	
.3	 - 3066045763E-01
-, 26 652611E-07
	5 	 0,000000 00 00E+00
SAMPLE NUMBER	 9
1 - 9 5531459264E-06 - 1 47797_26996_Eo0_4 O_LOO00000000E±0_0-_
2
_
0,4768683151E-04 ..,5539545224E=06 0,0000000000E+00
3 -,6129611441E-01 p L 732084178	 E-03 0	 0	 0	 000	 Q	 E•0
4 -,396	 674794E-07 -,3320980516E-05 0,0000000000E+00
-_-5 - 0,0000000000E+00 Oa .0000.0OOOOEt00 0140090000OQE-Ql___
AMPLE NUMBER	 to
-,6455565825E=03
-,6577507529E-05
0,6029222148E=03
-,1660496817E=05
0,0000000000E+00
0_L000OOOOOOOE*00
0,0000000000E+00
0,00000 00000E+0
0,0000000000E+00
0,4 000000000E-0 1
AMPLE NU M BER	 12
- 
U
- - ---- --- i --- - - ---- Z-	 -- - S -
1 --,8958611952E-05 -,9444419975F_7-03 0,00000000OOE.400
- - - 2 - 0443577500E-03 -18959217281Eo05,0,0000000000E*00
3 -,1534239265E-01 0,5706313987E-03 10 ,0000000 0 00E+00
4
-,3092646042E-07 -,8302492282E=061 0,000p000000E•00
_	
5 0,00OOO0000E+00 0,_OOOOOOUOOOE+00 01 .000OOO p 0UE-01 - -
8-15
E
SAMPLE NUMBER	 13
1 -,10920327 3 2E-0 4 • i 1243330464E=02 0,0000000000E+00_
2- 0,-J 2-4325	 7E=o2 es1092087927E:04 090000000000E*00
3 -,2426005243E-04 0,5598677810E-03 0,0000000000E +00
F - 0,0000OU0000E+00
0	 0000000000E+00 0	 0000000000E +00 0,4000000000E-01
Ell
AM LE NUMBER	 14
Q 1 - , 12 4 6197267E-04 -i1542221393E-02 O,00 0 OOOOOOOE!00---- -	 -2 O,iS4 214 4 31TE-02 --^124^24 9 2 6 3E=0 4 0,0000000 000E+00
3 0,1529387261E-01 0,5706314478E=03 0,0000000000E+00
t 4
-,	 0	 0	 -U 0,83024977U-2-F---06 0,0000000000	 +00
t
_ - 
-
S 
_ 090000000000E-00 OoOOOOOOUOOOE+UO-0,4000000000E-01
-----------
------ ------------------
SAMPLE MB	 15
Fit
i	 _«,1358354204E -04 . 1 1841114193E=02 0,00000000,00E+0_0__
-2- 0,18 1035-431E-03 = ,1358 4059 93E=0 4 O	 OOOOOOOOOOE-00
3 093061193776E-01 0,6029223079E=03 0,0000000000E+00
0 9 0000000000E+00 0 9 0000000000E+00 0,4000000000E-01
-- D -- - --	 --^- - -	 -^-	 -------3--- - ---
1 -91428503019E-04 -,2140008275E=02 0,0000000000E+00-	
_ 2.-
--0;21399233 4 2E • 02 = ,1 4 28558 44 5E=0 4 0,0000000000E+00
= 3 0,,592986783E-01 0,6567402342E=03 0,0000000000E+00
- 
-
4
-,3t)t)9329209E-0.7 0,	 =0- O,000OOU0000
	 +00
S 09 0000000000E+00 0 9 0000000000E+00 094000000000E-01
8-16
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SAMPLE NUMBER	 17
1	 -91456643429E-04
-2 - 0,2438806731E--02
3	 0,6124759526E-01
4	 -,396 674689E-07
------1 a o o----- -*--
--- - - - 
 2 -- ----
••,2438903046EQ02
-,1456707188E004
0,7320949754E=03
0,3320980516E=05
L 	 UO	 o
0i000OOOOOOOE•00
0,0000000000E+00
0 0000000000E+00
O,OU000OOOOUE•00
0^40Q_g000Q_OOE=04
SAMPLE NUMBER	 18
3
_-1-,1442775188E-04 _ , 2737797918EaO2 0_1 000000__	 OOOOE_+0_0-
2	 0,27-3-7684278E-02 -,1442852828E=04 0,0000000000E*00
3	 0 i 7656505247E-01 0,8289562625E-03 0,0000000000E+00
- 4 - -	 11E- 0 0 415121 3 AE=05 0,000000OOOOE*00
5	 0,0000000000E+00 OiOo0000U000E*00-0^40_000Op00E-OS
SAMPLE NUMBER
	 19
-- -----------------------------------
- - 1 _ - 1 1386898567E - 04 - 3036692300E-02 OtOOOOOOOOOOE*00__
0,3036 5 5 4 667E-02 -,1386996490E=04 0,0000000000E+00
3 o,9188217189F-01 0	 9473535601E=03 0,0000000000E*00
_ 4 -,5134364774E-07 0,4981437982E=05 0,0000OU0000E+00
_	
5 0,000000000.0E+00 0,000000UOOOE+00
-
0,4000000000E-01-
-
SAMPLE NUMBER	 20
1 - ,1289013631E_04 -,3335585602E=02 0,0000000000E+00_
- 2-- 093335416578E -02 - 1 1289139090E=04 0,0000OUOOOOEt	
_
00
3 0,1071988859F+00 0.1087276439E=02 0	 0000000000E+00
4 -,5892704152F-07 0,5811652718E-05 0,0000000000E*00
- 5 Ot-OOOOOOOOOUE+00 0 1 0000UOUOUOE+00	 014000000000E-01
8-17
SAMPLE NUMBER	 21
1	 -,11 4 9120860E-04 -,3634477233E-02 0,00000000OOE*00
- - - - Oi36342a96-9-4-E-02 - 1 1149281961E004 O,000OOUOOOOE^00
3	 0,1225151271E+00 0,1248724257E=02 0,00000UOOOOE+00
•11	 E -0	 0,6641856098E -;--U-5 0,00000U0OOOE+00
5	 0,0000000000E+00 O,000OOOU0OOE • O0 0.4000000000E-01_
A L NUMB	 22
-- u -	 1	 2
1-,9672209793E-05 -,3933366602E=02
- ----
2-- 0 i 393310 g 6') 6E-02 -, 9674266792E=05
3	 0,1378308278E•00 0,1431696249E^02
-,	 -07 0,747 0	 U1
-5--- 0,0000000000E+00 O,000OOOOOOOE•00
3
0,00000OOOOOE*O_0_
O1000OOOOOOOE•00
0,0000000000E+00
O,00000U0000 •00
-0,4000000000E - 01
SAMPLE NUMBER
	
23
1	 .,7433145716E-05
- 
-2--;,4231938265E-02
3	 0,1531459205F*00
-,	 57b6CE-0T
5 0,000000 0000E•0 0
-
--2 - --
-,4232253120E=02
-;7435746802E=05
0,1636191717E=02
7, 0	 =
0100000OUOOOE•00
0,0000000000E+00
O,000OODOOOCE+00
0,0000000000E+00
0,0000000000 +00
0,4000000UOOE-01
-u- - -	 1--	 ---2 -	 --3-- -
1	 -,4774029461E-05 - 1 4531136197E^02 0,0000OU0000E+00
-	 2-- - 0,4530 7 530 8 4E -02 =1477728U252E-05 0,0000000000E•00
3	 0,1684603376E+00 0,1862209648E-02 0,00 00000000E•00
^- .,10 09260621E-06 
-0, 1	 U 00 =U 0,0000000000E+OO
0,00000OOOOOE+00 0,000000U0UoE+UO 0,4000OU00OOE-C1
i
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SAMPLE NUMBER	 25
{	 ---u	
--- - 1 ------ - -- 2 --------- 3-- ----
1	 -,1694868730E-05 - i48300 .15241Ev02 Ot00000OOOOOE*00
--_
2	 0,4829552835E-02 - i 1698866345E-05 0,0000000000E*00
3	 0,1837740116E*00 0,2109749097E-02 0,0000000000E*00
4	 •,1143419477F-06 0,9962521817E=05 0,0000000000E*00
—5-- 0,0000000000E*00 01000000UOUOE*00_0140000UOOOOE_01-
-1
2. If D2 (GGI2 )	 is pre^_omputed the i esult is;
-SkRFLE NUMBER---25 -
-	 —
i	 -,77 4 761 4 288E-04 Oi1361182235Eo05 -,69679 4 6355E-0 4 -i3225g57958E-06
--
--
2---,13 6 1182235E-05- ',77 4R oo3il 7 E . 0 4 0,595210DOR2F- 02 - ,37764i5o8oE-02
3	 -,6967946278E-o4 -;59521o0082E-02 0.305034R5R6E_00 0;368275717oE-1C
is	 275-95?95! 8	 -:377W413-0-3_^=^^ _, 30 2 75T2 . F =T0—r, 69 6637633E -0 9
C
F
li
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Alignment Accuracy vs Data Sampling Date
The simulation results show virtually no degradation in perform-
ance of the filter as the sampling time is increased. However, covariance
results using worse environmental conditions show a degradation in per-
formance.
Effect. of Data Sampling Rate - Simulation Results
A
EN EE
EZ RN
u rad u rad u rad rad/sec Comments
22. 008 -25. 513 . 43106x10_
2
. 244956x10_
6
Total time 911. 2 sec
22.534 -26.167 . 42753x10 -2 246457x10 6 I. C. E ST = E E =2°;E=10°Z
_.2
22.253 -25.875 . 42908x10 .245651x10 Stage I Fine Align Sample
-2
21.507 -25.031 . 43359x10 . 243516x10_
6
Time = 10 sec
. 1g vibration
-2 -620.900 -21.113 . 43892x10 . 242111x10 Total time 911, 2 sec
20.651 -20.509 . 44215x10_
2
, 241407x10 -6 I. C. E N = E E = EZ = 20
. 44042x10_
2
. 241590x10_
6
20.718 -20.828 Stage I Fine Align Sample
_2
21.103 -`21. 632 . 43607x10 242696x10 Time = 10 sec New
random phase
. 1 g vibration
Sampling
Time
(sec)
28. 8
57. 6
115,2
172. 8
28.8
57, 6
115.2
72. 8
28. 8
57. 6
115.2
172. 8
	
22. 009	 -25.514	 . 43025x10 -2 . 244783x10 -6 Total time 911, 2 sec
	
22.535
	 -26. 168	 . -12672x10	 . 246280x10_
6
 I, C. E N = E E = E L = 20
	
22. 256
	
-25. 876 . 42827x10
-2
 , 245476x10_
6
 Stage I Fine Align
	
21.514	 -25.031	 . 43279x] 0 _2 , 243345x10_ 6 Sample time = 40 sec
1 g vibration
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Effect of Data Sampling Rate - Covariance Results
I
	 E	 I
I 1E I I	 E	 ISampling N z
Time u rad u rad rad
30 sec 24. 9 24. 9 . 444x10-2
1 min 39.8 39.8 .498x10-2
-22 min 51.8 51.8 524x10
fl
Comments
Vibration .35g
Fine Align Computer Requirements
If all the weighting coefficients are precomputed, then Stage I of
fine align requires:
Mult Time Add Time Load Time Store Time DP
EN	
40	 460 39	 148.2	 79	 395	 79	 460, 57	 x
E E 	 40	 460 39	 148.2	 79	 395	 79	 460.57	 x
3 E	 40	 460 39	 148.2	 79	 395	 79	 460.57	 xz
f Memory required 270 words
Total time per cycle 219. 57 ps
Reset DC M
I J Time
SIN E z	 244 us
COS g	 230 us
z
U
U
8-21
MR
4D C M Reset Matrix Multiply
#
f`[
i J
Mult	 Time	 Acid Time	 Load	 Time Store Time	 DP
24	 276	 27 102.6	 51	 255 51 297.33	 x
Memory required 46
Total time 1404. 93
=
i If all the weighting coefficients are precomputed then Stage II of
fine align requires:
Mult	 Time Add	 Time	 Load	 Time Store Time	 DP
3 ;
j^ EN	 50	 575 49	 186.2	 99	 495 99 577.17	 xA
E E
	50	 575 49	 186.2	 99	 495 99 577.17	 x
- E	 50	 575 49	 186.2	 99	 495 99 577.17	 x
-_ z
^N	 50	 575 49	 186.2	 99	 495 99 577.17	 x
. Memory required 440 words
Total time per cycle 309. 34 ps
Reset DC M
SIN E	 244 as
z
COS E	 230 usz
z
^j
8-22
t -
DC M Reset Matrix Multiply
A: u}	 Time	 Add Time	 Load	 Time	 Store	 Time	 DP
( 24	 276	 27 102.6	 51	 255	 51	 297.33	 x
Memory required 46
Total time 1404. 93
f^
f
L
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Options at End of Stage II of Fine Align
If it is not desired to enter the navigate mode after the final time
t	 for alignment, the following alternatives are available:
1. If none of the matrices are precomputed, the data sum. Eq. (6. 7)
-1
can be extended, and the matrix D2 (GGI2 )	 can be computed
when it is desired to enter the navigate mode. A disadvantage of
this scheme is t:ie scaling problem arising from adding more
f-;	 data to the sum, and the matrix inversion.
2. Reset the D C M, rebias the gyros and accelerometers and
do nothing (except, of course, update the DC M). It is easily
!	 shown that this is the same as not resetting and rebiasing, but
^j
	
	 extrapolating the estimates and then resetting and rebiasing. A
disadvantage is the increasing errors since new data is not used.
3. Perform the resets and enter Stage II of fine align again. Use
a recursive scheme, or a weighting scheme with a finite initial
covariance.
I E
c
is
i
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION
The simulation is derived from the very general block diagram
below.
Random and
Deterministic inputs
L	 __
Algorithm
Random and
Deterministic Inputs
True or Reference
Solution
+	 l orithm
Errors
Figure A-1	 General Block Diagram
For the alignment study at hand, this specializes into
Sinusoidal	 Update DCMC=CnAngular Velocity `	 Output Cb
Known Gyro
and Accelerometer
l	 Biases
Figure A-2	 True Reference Solution
.ti -1
-Initial Estimate of C b = C ---]
	
Figure A-3	 Initialization of Alignment
Specific - - -	 - - - - -
Force	 Accelerometer
Errors
f	 ,	 +I	 DV
—_+
f	 +"	 Integrate
	 L V	 Filter	 -y	 ^ 1	 Quantize	 n
f	 +-	 and reset	 OV	 (Average)	 C b
	
z __ i^^	 _	 z
i
Accelerometer
Model
n+1 C used to	 Levelb 
	
i initialize	 Equationsfine align 
Figure A-4	 Level Align
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SIMULATION INPUTS;
9 Gravity
L Latitude
6V Gyro biases
g
6V Accelerometer biases
a
QG Gyro quantization level
QA Accelerometer quantization
T 1 Time for level align
T 2 Time for Stage I fine align
T 3 Time for Stage II fine align
NA Samples in Stage I - fine align
NA Samples in Stage II - fine align
C nb (0) True initial DCM
n-C bIn itial nestimate of Cb(0)
AT Update time
w	 Sinusoidal frequency
A
x
A	 Magnitude of translational vibration
Ay
Z
Magnitude of rotational vibration
A-4
a
x
ay
a
z
SIMULATION OUTPUTS:
C 	 Reference or true DCM
C. 	 Nominal solution
zV	 Indicated acceleration
A
E	 Misalignment estimates
ARN
	North component of gyro bias estimate
A	 Vertical component of accelerometer bias estimate
z
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APPENDIX B
LISTING OF THE SIMUL ATION PROGRAMS
B -1
ALIAN M E 1HF GE-400	 SERIES	 -	 FORTRAN	 ASA	 (MTPS)	 PAGE	 M	 1	 ALI
f THE	 ALIGNMENT	 SIMULATION	 PROARAMC
i C p,	 MCKINNON	 FOR	 D,	 BENSON	 SEPT,	 1969
C NAM	 s	 TO T AL	 NUMBER	 OF	 RUNS
C NRDS n 	 THE
	
NO
	 OF	 UNIFORMLY	 ZIS T RIBU T FO	 RANDO M 	NU M BERS	 THAT	 ARE
C DISCARDED	 AT	 T W E	 BEGINNING	 OF	 A	 GROUP	 OF	 RUNSI
C IF	 IDi
	
=	 0	 OR	 to
	
THE	 TABLES	 ARE	 CONSTANT_(	 GENE_RATED_OtiCE)
6---— —I F - IDI 022,	 TFE	 TABL
	
S ARE	 VARIAALE	 (REGENERATED EVERY NTS)
C DTi	 a	 CHANGE	 IN	 TIME	 (IN	 SECS	 1	 FOR	 rOARSE	 ALIGNMENT
C TF1	 :	 AVERAGING	 TIME	 (OR	 FINAL	 TIMF	 OF	 COARSE	 ALIGNMENT	 DATA)
C fIN	 SECS	 )
C NUMBER	 OF	 ITE R A T IONS	 IN	 COARSE	 ALIGNMENT
C OA = ACCELEROMETER_ QUANTIZATION LEVEL
—NFi=
C OG	 =	 G Y RO	 DUANTIZATIMN LEVFL
C STW(3)	 =	 STANDARD	 DEVIATION	 OF	 THETA	 X;	 THETA	 V,	 THETA	 Z	 RFS°Er,TIV
P ELY	 ( IN , 	 DEGREES)
C SVA(3)	 =	 S T ANDARD	 DE V IATIO N 	OF	 ACCFLFRO M FTFR	 BIAS	 X , Y	 AND	 Z	 PESPEC
C TIVELY	 (IN	 MU	 0)
C SVG(3)	 =	 STANDARD	 DEVIA T ION	 OF	 G YRO	 9IAS	 X ,_Y_AND__Z	 RESPECTIVELY_____
_	 _ _ 
—_-C___
— -	
--- -
-------_ -_-_(
IN RADIANS / SECOND)
C DT?	 =	 CHANGE	 IN	 TIME	 FOR	 TRUE	 SOLUTION	 AND	 FINE	 ALIGNMFNT	 (SECS	 f
C TFS1m	 FINAL	 T I M E 	 FOR	 STAGE	 1	 OF	 TRUE	 SOLUTION	 AND	 FINE	 ALIGNMENT
C (IN	 SECS)
C NFSJ=	 NUMBER	 OF	 ITERATIONS	 FROM	 THE	 REGINNING	 OF	 THE	 RUN	 TO	 THE
- C END OF	 1 . 0► THE T_RI i E^OL_UT 10 N  AND _ FIN E AL 1 ^N M N^ T _ _____—	 _STAGE
C TFS2 n FI N AL T I M E FOR S T AGE	 2 OF	 TRUE	 SOLUTION	 AND FI N E	 ALIGNMENT
C IN
	
SECS)
Y
C NF92=
	 N U M BE R	 OF	 ITERATIONS	 FROM	 THE	 REGINNING	 OF	 THE	 RUN	 TO	 THE
C END	 OF	 STAGE	 2	 OF	 THE	 TRUE	 SOLUTION	 AND	 FI N E	 ALIGNMENT
C NTS=	 TABLE
	
SIZE
C _ NB i = N UMB E R OF	 IT ERA T IO NS/ GRO UP_ I N STAGE i	
^——
C
— -
N82=	 NUMBER OF	 ITE R A T IONS	 /	 GROUP	 IN	 STAGE	 2
C SL	 =	 SHI P S	 LATITUDE	 (	 IN	 DEGREES)-
1 COMMON
	
AAA(5),0(3),STG(3;3),CBNO(3,3 ),rBNP( 3,3),CBNTt3,3),DVf3),DV
l0(3),DVN(3),FN(31,SDV(3),DTH(31.PHEi(3;3),PHE2(3,3),CBN(3,3),Y(5,5
2), TDTH( 3,50);TF(3,50),DTHB(3),r,A(3,31,PHIG(3),PHIA(J),nTWA(3),
3DTHBC(3),TW(3,50),E(3,5,30),D(3,4,30),GGII(6;6),GTM_P(S,5),DVI(3),_
Wrv(", 61,6TV51afDTH20 410);U21
	 ),U(^0),SUDUfS p ),CU(	 ).OMCU^SO),
5	 EST(3,3)
2 DIMENSION	 STW(3),SVA(3),SVO(3),ZZ(13)8I1(5),JJ(5),UNT(3),GXYZ(3),
r lAXYZ(3),x(3,3),GGI(5,5)
1	 3 EOIJIVALENCE	 (0(1),CA),(0(2),OG1,(SIG(1,1) ,FTH(t)) ,(SIG(1,2),SVA(i)
1),(SIG(1,3),SVG(i)),-(FN O UNT);(GA(1,1),(9XYZ(1)),(GA(1 	 2)JAXYZ(_1)^1
4 NDRS	 =	 3
5 NCD	 =	 3
6 NDRCM
	 =	 3
7 NRCM	 n 	 NCD
NCGA • 2
9 NDRE a 3
10 NDCE
	
n 	 5
t 11 NRE
	 =	 3_
l 12 NCE	 2	 5
13 NRD	 s	 NRE
14
-
— NCDD= NC-E - i	 -	 --	 - —	 — --
U B-2
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15 REWIND	 4
4 - 16 REWIND	 5
ZERO	 OUT	 INPUT	 MATRIX	 AREAS
17 00	 1 4	1si,NCD
18 0(1)	 •	 0.0
19 9 T H ( I ) n 0.0	
--	
— ------- -- - - - -	
-	 -
20 SVA(I)	 s	 0*0
21 5VG(1)	 n 	 0,0
22 GXYZ(I)	 =	 0o0
23 14 AXYZ(I)	 =	 0,0
24 DO	 87	 I:i,NRCM
25 DO	 87	 JsNRCM-__
26 87 CeNotl ,J)R0,0
C SET	 CONSTANTS
27 PI	 s	 3,1415927
25 TPI	 n 	 2.0*PI
29 TORAD	 a	 PI/180.0
30 WE	 •	 J5,04196*	 ORAD	 /	 3600.0_
V C READ CONTROL	 DATA
31 READ
	 10,
	
NRM,NRDS,101
32 10 FORMAT(3110)
( 33 IF(ID1	 ,EO,	 0),	 IDI N 	ID1	 +	 1
C DISCARD	 RANDOM	 NOS,
34 DO 22	 1 si l_NROS _--
i 35 22 RNX	 •	 4NDM(B88P)
36 DO	 90	 NR=I,NRM
37 READ
	 12,	 DTS,DT2,NFI,NFS1	 ,NFS2;NTS,NBlsNB?,
_ iSL,CW,CG
38 12 FORMAT(2F10,0,6110/3F10,0)
39 CW=  CWI?L---
	
----	 --- — --- -
	
---
40 TFi n 	 DT1•NF1
--
41 TFSlc
	
DT2•	 NFSi
- 42 TFS2c
	
DT2 • NFS2
43 NAls	 (NFSi	 -	 NF1)/NBI
44 NA2s	 (NFS2-	 NFSi)/NB2
o 45 17 READ 1 3 L1?, ( I IA	 JC I ) lli L-lei 51__
46 13 FORMAT
	 (Ii,iX,5(212,E11,0))
r 47 IF	 (IT	 ,EO,	 9),	 GO	 TO	 0
48 DO	 16	 1•i,5
49 IF	 (11(1)	 ,EO,	 0),
	
GO	 TO	 17
_t 50 11	 :	 11(1)
----	
----- ------
52 GO	 TO	 (18,19," M401#	 I 
T
53 IA O(Ti)	 m	 ZZ(1)
54 GO	 TO	 16
55 19 S IG(11,J1)	 2	 Z7(I)
56 GO	 TO	 16
57 2_0 CBN0(IisJ1)	 • ZZ(I) 	
-	 _----	 ------- ---
58
_
GO	 TO i6
59 40 GA(Ii,J1)	 9	 ZZ(I)
i 60 16 CONTINUE
E 61 GO	 TO	 11
' 62 15 CONTINUE
63 WRITE	 (4)_DTi,DT2,NFI,NFSI, NF S2.NTS ,NBI,N82_,.SL.CW;_CG,TF_llTFSi,_TF9_
B-3
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1INA1,NA2	
---- --- ---	 —	
—	 --	 --
_' 64 WRITE	 (41	 ((0(I) #	 SIG ( I,J),CBNO ( IrJ),GA(I,J),l n S,NCD)rJoloNCn)
65 90 CONTINUE
i 66 REWIND	 4
67 GO TO 91
68 91 DO 11 NR ni1NRM 	 __
- -TRE AP	 (4)	 DT1rDT2,N	 1,NFSi#kJFS2,NTS,NAI,NA2rSL9CW,CG,TFI,TFSI9TFS2r
iNAI r	 NA2
70 READ
	
(4)	 ((	 0(1!,	 SIG( IjJ).	 C8N0(I,J1 ► eAtI,J),1.1,NC)),J•I,NC01
C PRINT	 LABEL	 AND	 INPUT
71 PRINT	 23,	 NRINRM
72 23 FORMAT	 (21H1AL IGN MENT SIMULATIMN//	 5N RUN - r 1 4 #	 4 H	 OF _A14/11-1_ ___
3 PRINT	 24,	 OA,OG
74 24	 FORMAT	 (35H	 ACCELE R O M ETE R	OUANTINTION	 LEVFL n 	,Ei5,8//35W	 GY R O	 QUA
iNTIZATION	 LEVEL	 n 	 ,EiS,8//)
75 PRINT	 26,DT1,TF1
76 26	 FORMAT	 (	 35H DELTA	 T	 FOR	 COARSE	 ALIGNMENT	 S	 ,Ei5,8//35W	 AVERADI
ING	 T	 F OR	 C OA R SE	 ALIGNMENT S	,E15.8
— 77 PRINT	 37,	 LT'f2,TFSI,TFS2jSL
78 37 FORMAT	 (	 47H	 DEL T A	 T	 FOR	 TRUE	 SOLUTION	 AND	 FINE	 ALIGNMENTs	 ,E15,8/
1/58H	 FINAL
	 T	 FOR	 STAGE	 1	 OF	 TRUE	 SOLUTION	 ANA	 FINE	 ALIGN M E N T S	,
2E15j8//	 56H	 FINAL	 T	 FOR	 STAGE	 2	 OF	 TRUF	 SOLUTION	 AND	 FINE	 ALIGNMEN
— — — — —
_
3T:	 9 E15.8//	 18 H 	SNIPS	 LATITUDE	 •	 ,	 E15,8///)
79 PRINT	 25 9 	 ((SIG(I # J),.-J s iiNCD),1 S	,NCD)	 —	 ---..--_--
80 25	 FORMAT	 (5X,5WSIGMA,5X,5X,5WTHETA,5X,7X, 	 2HVA,6X,7X,2HVG/	 15Xr0r
17HOEGREES,4X,6X,4H M U	 G05Xl4X,7WRAD/SEC//7X,iHX,7X,3E15.8//7X,iNYr
27x9	 3E15.8//7X,iHZ,7X,3Ei5.8///)
81 PRINT	 43
82 CALL	 PRVL3(2WGA,OA,NCD,NCGAri,NDRS,0,0,1)
83 43	 FORMAT	 (	 36WIROTATIONAL	 AND	 TRANSLATIONAL	 MOTION)
84
_
CALL
	
PRVL3	 (4HCBN0 ► CRN0jNRCM;NRCM,i,NDRCM,0,0,±)
t c CONVERT	 SIGMA	 THETAS TO	 RADS
—
85 DO	 21	 I n i,NCD
86 21	 STH(I)	 It	 STH(11•TORAD
C GENERATE	 TABLES
C GET P HIGAND PWIA MATRICES FROM A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION _— 	 --
—
--^^^^ oil	 — --- -- ---	 —
88 PHIG(I)	 S	 TPI„RNDM(BRBP)
89 44	 PHIA(I)	 n 	 TPIsRNDM(BRBA)
90 SL	 S	 SLsTORAD
9 1 COSL	 •	 COS(SL)
92
— -
-
S I NL ! S I N ( SL !	
-- ---- —	
----- -- -	
-- -------- - __ --
--- 93 WCOSL	 n 	 WEOCOSL*nT2
94 WSINL	 It
	
WS*SINL•DT2
95 CFi	 s	 SVA(1)+DTI/OA
96 CF?	 =	 SVA(2)•D71/OA
97 CF3	 c	 SvA(3)	 •DTI/CA
98 CGDQs-CG«DTI/QA
— ^9 ----- 07► W ^ (JA•CW
100 COSL2
	
s	 COSL*«2
101 SINL2	 =	 SINL»s2
102 ISwE n 	 iE
103 TCWT282,0•COS(CW*DT2)
1 04 TCWT1• 2.0!CO S(Cw•D T1 ) ___--_
1
v	
B-4
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105 CTWls	 CEN0(1;1)•MC 6 5L	 - C6NC(3,1)•WS1NL	 -
106 CTw2 n 	 CBNO(1;21•WCOSL	 -	 CBNO(3,2)• W S1NL
107 CTw3a	 CBNO(1,3) • WCOSL	 CBN0(3,3)•WS1NL
108 GO	 TO	 (107,1081,IDi
109 107	 NTSi a	NTS
110 GO To-109
Ili 108	 NTS1 n 2
112 JJ n 3_
113 109	 DO	 47	 J n 1, NT S1_
114 WDT1	 a	 CW*nT2•J
115 WDT2	 a	 CW•DT2•(J-j)_
^^-1 16
- - -	
WD T3	 n _ CW•DTi•J
	
---	 -	
_	
------- --	 - _
117 WDT4	 .	 Cw•DT!•(J-1)
118 DO	 47	 181,NCDW = 119 TDTH(I,J)	 a	 -GYY2(I)/CWs(CAS(WDTI+PHIG(1))-COS(WDT2+
1 P H I G ( I ) ) )
120 47	 TF(I,J)	 4	 -AXY7(1)/OAWO(COS(WDT3 +PWIA(1))— COS(WDT4+PW1A(1)))
121 _	 _ GO	 TO
---
122 112	 IFtNTS	 ,LE,	 2),	 GO	 TO	 111
123 DO	 110	 J n JJoNTS
124 JJiaNTS-(J-JJ)
125 DO	 110	 I31,NCD
126 TDTH(I,JJi)a	 TCWT2 • T n TW(1jJJi-1)-	 TOTH(I,JJ1-21
. 127 110__ T F f j i J J	 ! _ T C_ 1M T^^ F	 La ^1^^-^ ^_- _ ZES I L,1,li-^ )-	 --	 --
__, 128 111
	
DO	 46	 Jai, NTS
129 TDTH(1,J)=	 TOTH(i,J)	 +	 CTHJ
130 TDTH(2,J)=	 TDTH(?,J)	 +	 CTH?
131 TDTH(3,J)aTDTH(3,J)
	 +	 CTW3
132 TFt1,J)	 a	 TF(1,J)*CF1_
133 TFt2,J)
	
a	 TF(2,j)!CF2_
134
--	 -	 --
TF(31J)	 :	 TF(3,J)+CF3
135
136
u2(J)s0,o
DO	 61	 1ai,NCD
137 Tw(11J)	 n 	 (TMTW(I,J)+SVG(1)•nT2)/0n
138 TDTH2(1,J)=
	
TDTH(I,J i •	 TDTW(i,J)
139 6 1	 U 2( J 1s_	 U2(J)	 +	 TPTW2(IL,^f
-	 1 4 0— -	 U(J)2	 SORT(U2(J))---
1 4 1 SUnU(J) n 	 SIN(U(J))/U(J)
1 4 2 CU(J) n 	 COS(Uti))
143 OMcU(J)s	 (i,o - CU(J))1U2(J)
144 46	 COK,TINUE
1 45 _ _ 	 00	 TO	 1 113 j 52 2 581 j 1 Sw 
C	 COMPUTE	 EIS	 AND	 DIS
146 113	 NAaNA1
147 712	 (TFS1
	 -	 TFi)/NA1
1 4 8 TIO2	 n 	 TT/2,0
149 DO	 67	 IsitNCE
150 DO	 67	 Jai,NCE
151 67	 GG1(I,J)
	
a	 0,0
152 DO	 65	 K n i,NA
153 T1	 t	 K•T1
154 T2	 a	 TID2+(K - i)•TI
ALI
r 121
155 ---------- E	
n COS(WF•	
-	 - ---	 -
^	 156	 E SIN n SiN(WE•rZ)
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157
158
159
160
161
162
1
164
165
166
167
1 6 9
-
169
170
171
172
173
17A
176
177
178
179
_ 180 —
.-	 Isi
1A2
--	 183
JA4
185
186 --
187
r JP8
189
190
191
193
194
195
- — 1^-
197i
198
199
200
701-- -
212
203
204
205
F
206
t
DCOS n COSt —Wt •TII
DSTN n SIN(WF*T11
E(i,i,K) n CG•SINL•EsIN
E(1,2,K) n CG•ECOS
s CG•COSL•E';Ilk'
__ Efi, 4 , K ) n CG•f n SI NL)•f^, 0-ECOS) /WF 	 _ _—_ __.	 __	 _ - _—_._
Eti, ,K) n 0,6
E(2,i,K) n CG • f-SlNL2 • FC0S . COSL2)
E(^,2,K) n CG•S1NL•ESIN
E(2,3,K) n -CG•S1NL•COSL•(FCnS-1,0)
E(;), 4 ,K)= CG•(SINL2 • FSIN/WF • COSL2•T2)
-- 
E(2,5,K) n GAG	
—	 -	
_ .._.,---- --
El3,1,K)
E(3,2,K) n 0.0
E(3,3,K) n 0,0
E(3,4,K) s 0,0
E(3,5,K) s 1,0
Nit 1,10 s SINL2•DCOS.tO5 -6	 —__--	 _ _---	 -_-- - --
D(1, 3,K) s SINL•CO9L•(DC6S-1,0)
D(i,4,K) s -9INL2•DSIN/NE-COSL2•Ti
O(2,S,K) n -D(1,2,K)
D(2 1 2 8 K) Z Ocos
D(2,3,K)__n COSL•DSIN
--- D(2,4,K) . -SIN^:ti3O•DCOS)/wE
D(3,i,K) = D(1,3,K)
D(3,2,K)	 -D(2,3,K)
D(3,3,K) = COSL2•DCOS+SINL2
D(3,4,K) • -SINL•COSL•(DSIN/wE-Ti)
C — COMPUT_E GC I (515j
DO 69 1 n i, ARE
DO 68 J n i, ti'CE
6A Y (J,I) n E(I,J,K)
CALL G M P3 (Y,E,GIMP,NCF,NRF,i,NCE,K,NDCE,NDRF,NDRE,NDCE,NDCE)
DO 69 Is1,NCE
DO 69 J n 1, NCE
fag
 GG1—(F,J! n GGlf l,Ji o rT MP( J)
65 CONTINUE
CALL XINV(GGI,GGII,N"E,NCE)
C	 PART I--CO AR SE ALIGNMENT
C	 PRINT TH=TA AND ACCELERO M E T ER AND G Y RO BIAS
PRINT 66
- -3a--F") ii T- (40WiTHt -Ti -A-Nn ---CtELEROMETEO ANS X0 0 BIASES)
CALL PRVL3 (1H ,SIG,klV^sNCM,l.k,DRS,0,0,1)
C	 FORM CANT
CTY = COS(STW(i))
STY = SIN(STW(i))
CTY • COS(STH(2)1
- ` STY = SIN(STw(?))
CTZ = COS(STW(3))
ST7 = glN(STW(3))
C6 , T(1,1) = CTY•CTZ
CBNT(2,1) s -CTX•STZ+STX•STY•CTZ
C8NT(3,1) = STx•5T7+CTV*9-TY•CTZ
B-6
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-	 -	 ------207 CEN T f i, 2 f	 ^	 CT'%^STi --_----	 --	 -
208 CBNT(2,2)	 s	 CTX*CTZ•STX*STY•STZ
209 CB^T(3,2)	 n 	 - STXsCTZ+CTX.STY.STZ
210 CBNT(1,3)s-STY
211 CBNT(2,3)sSTX•CTY
C	  ( 3.31-
213 CALL	 GMP3('BNT,CRNO,r8NT,NrD;NCD,i,NCD',I,NDRS,0,NDRS,O,NDRS)
214 1Sw0s1
`	 215 GO	 TO	 104
C C04PUTF	 DEL T A	 VIS
216 105 !
217_ DOO 
31
3i 
_I!i.NCD	
- --	
--	
-- - - --	
- -
218 31 SDV(1)90.0
C SET	 DVO(3)	 AT	 0	 WRS
j	 219 DO	 48	 Isi,NCD
1	 220 49 DVO(I) a 	2,0•RNDM(BP8A)	 n	 1.0
221 1TAls1
2?2 --i --- DO 28 NN81LNF-J-	 -	 -	 -- - -	 -
1j	 223 GO TO	 106
C COMPUTE	 nV(31
224 70 DO	 50	 Is1,NCO
225 nVN(I) n 	 AINT(OVO(1))
226 DV(I)	 s	 TF(I,ITBi)	 +	 DVO(1)	 -	 MVN(I)	 +	 CAN(3,1)•	 CRDO
227 P—Ql►^------	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - - - - - -	 --_50 _.Y4ilL-
228 IF	 (ITR1	 .EQ.	 KI TS),	 GO	 TO	 S1
229 IT912	 ITR1	 +	 1
k 230 GO	 TO	 52
231 51 (•A1=	 i
232 ISwE s2
233
	
--- ----
GO	 TO
	
(52 Li16) L (Dj_	
--	 --
234 116 WTSMls NTS • 1
235 DO	 118	 IsNTSMi,NTS
236 TDTH(1,1)s	 TDTW(i,l)-	 CTW1
. 	 237 TDTH(2,1)s	 T DTW(2,1)	 -	 CTH2
238 TDTH(3,I)s	 TDTW(3,1)	 -	 C5•H3
239 TF(1o11! -TF(I l l)	 _CF1 —_	 -
-2 4-0 -
-_
^c2,1) n TF(0,Ii	 CF?
2 4 1 lib TF(3,I)s	 TF(3,I)	 -	 CF3
242 DO	 117	 1 n 1,NC0
243 TDTH(I,1)s	 TCWT2•TD TN (I # NTS)-	 TDTH(I,NTS-1)
244 TDTH(I,2) n TCWT2*TDTH(I,1)	 -	 TDTH(I,NTS)
245
_-
1-F tl	 !!_.TCWTIP TF tla'N-T-Ods_. TE 11.-,_NTSa11__-_--
C	 246 117 TF(I,2) s TCWTI* T F(I,1)	 TF(I,NTS)
2 4 7 GO	 TO	 112
248 52 DO	 29	 1si,NCn
249 DVN(I)
	
n (AINT(nV(I))	 •	 DVN(1))/2.0
250 GO	 TO	 (71,29),ISWB
251 71___ 5Dv_( I )	 =_.SDV-(1)-_•DVN(	 _)	
-	 --	 _—^
252 29 CONTINlE
253 GO	 TO	 (28,72),	 ISWB
254 28 CONTINUE
255 DO	 32	 I n i,NCn
256 32 SDV(1)	 s	 SDV(I)*OA/TF1
C PRI -N-T-._ SIlvL	
-	 ---	 -	
-	 -- --	 -	
-
i	 B-7
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PRINT	 AS
258 88 FORMAT(///17W	 SUM	 OF	 DELTA V	 S)
259 CALL	 PRVL3(IW
260 CALL	 GNP3(	 CANT#SDV,FNiNRCMINRCMA'Isli'I;NnRCM;NDRCM.NDRSOJINORS)
261 As	 SORT(FN(1)• • 2	 Fk,(2)••2	 FN(31••21
262 DO	 33	 l n j,NC0
33 UNT(l)	 s	 FN(T)/A
264 UNn n 	 UNT(1)*	 UNT(i)	 •	 UNTM	 •	 UNT(21
265 UNNa	 1.0	 #	 UNT(3)
C COMPUTE	 CBNP
266 CB1,jP(1#'1) n 	 1 '.0	 a	 UNN	 •	 UNT(1)*•2/UND
267 CBNP(1,2) n 	 .UNN•	 UNT(1f•	 UNT(21	 /IJNn
268 CBNP(lo3le	 UNT(Il
269 CBNP(2;1)9	 CANP(1,2)
270 CBNP(212)z	 1,0	 -	 UNN•	 UNT(;))••P/	 UND
271 CBkIP(2,3)s	 UNT(2)
272 CBNP(3,'I)s	 -UNT(l)
273 CBNP(3o2)s	 -UNT(2)
---------
275 CALL	 G M P3(C; NP ,	 CENT,	 CBNP.NRCM,hlRrM,'i;NPCM,i,NDRCm#NDPCmI
I	 NnRCM.NDRCM,	 NDRCM)
276 CALL	 PRVL3(4WCPNF,CBNP,NRCM,NRCM, . 1,NnRCM,O,'NF1,2)
277 WRITE	 (5)	 NFI,	 f(CONP(I # J),	 1wj,NRCM),J2l,NRCM)
278 N N_V
-
x	 N F 1_ ± 3L
-2f§ 1SWDx2
280 60	 TO	 95
C PART	 11	 —	 TRUE	 SOLU T ION	 A kl D	 FTNF	 ALIGNMENT
C PART	 TI	 A	 --	 TRUE	 SOLUTION
C COMPUTE	 PHEI
281 104 SINL2w	 SINL••2
293 SINWDTs	 S1N(WE•DT2)
284 COSWDTx	 COS(WE•DY2)
2A5 PHEI(l,'I) n 	 CtSL2	 *	 SINL2	 •	 cnswoT
286 PHEI(I,'2)n	 -SINLOSINADT
287 PHEI(1,*3) n 	 SINL•COSL•(CO5WDT•-l.i6).-
---p 8	 ---- lIkEi ( 2 '- j ) a	 S! NL #	S f NwDf
2A9 PHFI(2:2)-	 COSWDT
290 PHPI(2,3)a	 COSL•SINWnT
291 PHEI(3#1)o	 SINL•COSL•(CO3WnT-1.0)
292 PHE1(3,'2)o	 -	 COSL•SINWnT
293 PNEI ( 3, 3) a	 SINL2	 CMSL2*	 CO-S-WMT
294 b0 3 1;	 j	 j'-NRCM
295 DO	 39	 j:I:NRCM
296 39 CBkj(I,J)a	 CBNO(I#j)
C COMPUTE	 DTHBn(3)	 AT	 0	
HOURS
297 DO	 49	 I n j,NCn
298 49 DTwBO( I )	 a	 2. 0	 •	 RNDu(PBRB)
log
300 NF?x	 NFSi
301 NNV n 	 I
302 NBx	 NBI
303 Iswcal
304 50	 73	 imi , NA
B-8
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305 DO	 73	 I n i.NCD
306 73	 ZV(1,J) n 0,0
307 1TR2=1
308 NBC n !.
(	 309 NAC n i
310 -
-	 -	
NPC n ..---
3 4 1 ISL81
312 NBS n 	 NF1
313 GO	 TO	 105
314 95	 nO	 39	 NN•	 NNV,	 NF2
{ C	 COMPUTE	 DT H ( 3 )
315_t`  _10 6 	 DQ_ 5 3 . 1 s"D
316 53	 DTW(I)	 n 	 TDTH(I,IT921
C	 COMPUTE PHE2
317 nTx2=	 TDTH2(i,ITR2)
318 DTr2=	 TDTH2(2, ITP2)
319 nT72 n 	 TDTH2(3,ITR21
f	 320 U2Ps U2(1TR2)	
--	 -	 -- -----
	 -	
---_	
--321tj UP n 	 U(1TR2)
322 SINUDU•	 SUDU(IT82)
323 COSU=	 CU(ITB2)
3 24 nMr,UP n 	 OMCU(ITR2)
325 PHF2(1,1)	 n 	 (DTX2•(DTYP*nTZ2)*COSU)/U2P
326 n_ DTH(i) n DTH(2).OMtJP --
	
-- ---	
-----
327 PHE2(1,3f	 n 	 THF1)*DTH(3)*nMCUP^
328 PHF2(2,1)	 a	 PHE2(±,21
329 PHE2(2,21	 :	 (DTY2+(DTX2•0 "22)*COSU)/(J2P
330 PHE2(2,3)	 =	 ''TW,,2)&DTH(3)•nMCUP
331
332
PHF2(3,1)
	
n -PHE2(1,3f
PHE2 (2,31_PHE2(3.42) _ n 	 _
-__-
333 PHE2(3.3)	 n (DTP2•(DT)(2•DTY2).CnSuf/U2P
334 PCDN	 n 	 DTH(3) •S I'JUDU
335 PHE2(1,2)	 n 	 PHE2(1.21-PL'lN
336 PHE2(2,1)	 =	 PHE2(2e11.pCON
337 PCON	 n 	 DTH(21•SINUDU
338 n PHE2(it3)•PCON___PHF2(i,3)
-- 73 PHF2(3,1) n PHE20 I D :) PCDN
340 PCDN
	
n 	 DTH(11„SINUDU
341 PHE2(2,3)	 cPHE2(2,3)-PCON
342 PHE2(3,2)
	
ePHE2(3,2)•PCON
C	 COMPUTE	 CBN(NN)	 n 	 PHFI&CBN(NN- i) n PWE2
343
	 - ---	
6 13 _C^LL_GMP3 IPFIES^C^Nt^NRCM-LN^1iAlRCM,1il12R^hLAIDRCM^I4E^liLl!lnH1:Ma_
1NDPC"1
344 CALL	 GMP3	 ( X,PHE2,CBN, NRCM,NRCu,i,1IRCM,1,NnRCM,NDRCM,NnRCM,NnRCM,
1N0RCM)
345 100	 IF	 (NN	 ,LT,	 NFi1,	 GO	 TO	 85
(	 346 IF	 (NN	 ,NE,	 NBS),	 GO	 TO	 86
347 C L^ PRVL3
	
(4HCBNTAC QN.NR C H_, N RCM, 11NDRCM,O,-NN,ISL)_-
_
348 WRITE
	 (5)	 NN;	 ((CBN(I,J),Is1,NRCM),J n 1,NRCM)
349 ISL	 s	 i
350 NPC
	 =	 NPC•l
351 IF	 (NN	 ,EO,	 K'Fi),	 NBS	 n 	 NBS+NB
352 IF	 (NPC	 .LE,	 4),	 GO	 TO	 86
3 53
	 -
NPC :	
-	 —_—	
_^.	
------------ - ------
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354 1SL•	 2
355 BA IF	 (NN	 ,GT,	 NFi),	 GO	 TO	 55
356 85 IF	 (ITA2	 .EO,	 NTS),	 n0	 TO	 54
( 357 TTQ2	 a	 IT82*1
f 358 GO	 TO	 (70939),ISWD
359 54 ITA2	 n 	 1
-- -
--^^	 D r e so ) ,	 -t W u	 -	 —
C COMPUTF	 nTHA(3)
3h1 55 CONTINUE
C COMPUTE	 DTwB(3)
56	 I a 1	 N C D
332_363_ nTNB(I)	 •	 Tw(I,iTB2_)+pTHAO(1)-AtNT(DTHRO(I)) 	 --- -- -
-DO 	
-	 - -	
-!	 --- 364
-- 
-
'^6 DTWBOft1	 • OTHA(I)
365 IF	 (ITR2	 ,FO.	 NTS),	 GO	 To	 57
` 366 ITR2	 n 	 IT82+1
367 GO	 TO	 58
368 57 ITA2	 a	 1
3 6 9
_	
---1 SwE • 3 	_- -	 --------	 -	 -	 ----- _ --
3^^ GO	 TO	 (58,iid^,lD1
C QUANTIZE	 DTHA(3)
371 5A DO	 59	 Iai,NCn
S 372 DTNB(I)	 a	 AINT(DTHB(1))
t 373 59 OTH(I)
	 s	 OG+DTHB(t)
C C OMPUT E P HE2374 --- OTY2a	 f)TN(i)
	
DTNr1)
375 DTY29	 nTH(2)•	 PTH(2)
376 nTZ2a	 IlTH(3) •	nTH(3)
377 U2PaDTY2	 +	 OTY2	 •	 DT72
378 UPa	 SORT(U2P)
379 ISwS n 1	
-	 ---
	
-----	 --- - - —
—
---380
_	
-
IF(ABS(UP)	 ,GE.	 OG)s	 GO	 TO	 101
381 iSwSa2
382 GO	 TO	 64
393 101 SINU a	 SIN(UP)
394 SINUDU n 	 SINU/UP
385 COSUa	 COS(UP)
---"6 OMrUPs	 (1.0-	 COSU)	 /	 U2P
3R7 PHF2(1,1)
	
a	 (DTX2•(DTY2*nT72I*CO4;U) /l12P
3 A P, PHP2(1,2)	 a	 nTN(i)sDTH(2)*nMCUP
389 PHF2(i,3)	 a	 DTw(i)•DTH(3)*MMCUP
IC 390 PHF2(2,1)	 n 	 PHE2(1,2)
- --.
39 1 PHF.2(2A2.)	 =	 (QTY2•(DTX2*DTI
3 9 2 PHF2(2,3)	 n 	 DTw(2) aDTH(3)aOMCUP
393 PHF2(3,1)
	
a	 PHE2(1,3)
394 PHE2(3,2)	 a	 PHF2(2,3)
395 PHF2(3,3)	 a(MT72*(nTW2•OTY2)•CMSU)/U2P
396 PCnN
	
a	 DTH(3)*SINUDU
397 PHF2(112)	 n 	 PHE2(1o2)aPCON	
-
- - 348 AKM2,1)	 • PHE2(2,1)+000N
399 PCON	 a	 DTH(2)•SINUDU
400 PHF 2(1,3)	 a	 PHF2(1,3)+PCON
401 P HF2(3,1)	 a	 PHE2(3,1)-PCON
402 PCON	 a	 DTH(1)+SINUDU
403 PHE2(2,3)	 nPWE2(2 # 3)-P CON 	
r-
	 B-10f I
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--	 - -----	 -404 PHF2(302)	 n PWE2(3,2) • PCON
r	 COMPUTF
	 CBN P (NN)	 a	 PNEi*C8NP(NN.1)•PNE2
405 64	 CALL	 OM03(PHEI,CANP, x, k,RCM,NRCM,i,NRrM,I,NMRCM,NnRCM,NnRCM,NnRCM,
E 1NDR CM)
406 GO	 TO	 (102,103),	 ISWS
407i _	 - 102	 [t'kLL	 GMP3 - ( X ARwE2 , CBkJP-jNRCcM_,-_NR1M i laKqf:M^1 ,yD3GMA -gl)RCM,--AIDRCM,
iNDRCM,NDRCM)
408 103	 TSwB	 n 	 2
409 IF	 (NN	 .NE,	 NBS),	 GO	 Tr	 70
410 CALL	 PRVL3	 (4HCBNP,CANP,NRCM,NRCM,I,NDRCM,n,NN,ISL)
411 WRITE	 (5)	 NN,	 ((CBNP(1,J1,Iai,NRCM),Jai,NRCM)
t	 412 ISL ! 1-__- _	 --._ —	 -
`--
413 NPC a NPC•i
414 NBS	 a NBS+NB
415 IF	 (NPC	 ,LE,	 4),	 GO	 TO	 70
416 NPr,	 a	 i
417 ISL	 a	 2
418 . GO TO 7Q
---	
-	
--	 -- - 
----	
----
--
{	 419 7?
__
CALL	 GMP3(CBNP,DVN,DVI,NRCM,NRrM,1,1,1,NDRCM;NDRCM,NDRS,I,NDRS)
420 DO	 74	 1ai,3
421 74	 ZV(I,NAC)	 n 	 ZV(I,NAC)•DVI(1)
422 NBC	 =	 NBC+i
423 IF	 (NBC	 ,LE,	 NP),	 GO	 TO	 38
424
-	
-- ^ _! 1	 .	 _	 -	 -
425 IF(NAC	 ,GT,	 NA),	 GO	 TM	 38
426 DO	 76	 Iai,NCM
427 76	 ZV(I,NAL^	 a	 7V(I,NAC) • 0A/(NB•DT2)
428 ZV(3,NAC)	 a	 CG+ZV(3,,,'AC)
429 NAC
	 a	 NAC+1
430 38 CONTLyUE
431 PRINT	 89
432 89	 FORMAT(1H1)-
433 CALL	 PRVL3(2NZV,ZV,NCD,NA,I,NDRS,O,NA,i)
(±	 434 WRITE	 (5)	 NA,	 ((ZV(I,J1,
	
I a l,NCO),	 Ja1,NA)
435 GO	 TO	 (92,:11,ISWC
_436-_ 92	 DO 79	 Iu1 ,NC_E-
437 79	 `((I,i) n 0.0
438 DO	 80	 K n l,NA
439 no	 81	 Ja1,NCF
440 DO	 81	 I n 1,NRF
441 81	 V(J,I)a
	 V(J,1)	 •	 E(I,J,K)*ZV(I,K)
442
----	 0	 CONTINUE	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
443 CALL
	
GMP3(GGI,Y,GTZ,DICE,NCF,i,i,i,NDCE,NDCF,NDCF,NDCF,NDCE)
444 CALL	 PRVL3
	
(3HGT7,GT7,I,NCF,i,i3O,4jA,2)
445 WRITE
	 (5)	 NA,	 (GTZ(I),	 101,NCE1
446 DO	 82	 Ka1,NA
447 DO	 83	 Ial,NRD
449 DO 83	 J n i,NCnD
450 83	 V1,1)	 a	 r(1,1)•P(I,J,K)•GTZ(J)
451 CALL	 PRVL3	 (5HD•GTZ,Y,l,NRn,i,1,0,K,i)
452 87	 CONTINUE
453 WRITE
	
(5)	 NA,	 (r(I,1),	 151,NRD)
C	 _CQMPUTE	 EST
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ALi
454
45g
457
^	
458
459
461
462
463
	
— 
464	 --
465
466
467
f	 468
469
r	
470
1	 — 471 --4 2L	 473
17a
475
	
476	 93
477
478 -
479
4A0
491
482
4833
4A4
4AL496
487
488
	
_489
	
94
491
49i
49-
494
— 495
496
s	 497
CD x • Ct1S(Y	 II
SDxs S1N(r(I,l))
CDY n CnS(v(211))
SDY n SIN(r(2,1))
C07 n CnS(r(3,1))
SDZ• SIN(Y(3,1)!
FSTfi,i! n— c v•CDi
EST(i,?) n -CnX*SDZ • SDx•Snr•CDz
FST(1,3)= SDX. c D7 • CDX•SDr•CD?
ES T (?,:) n CDv•SD7
FST(2,2) 2 CDX•CDZ • SDX•SDv•SDZ
F S T ( 2, 3 ) n -Snx•CDZ • CVX•Snr• pz
FST(3,1)= -Snr
EST(3,7) n SDX•rDY
EST(3,1)= CDx•rDy
CALL PRVL3(3NEST,EST,NRCM#NRCM,i,NnRr,M,O,NA,2)
CALL GMP3(FST,CBNP,X,NRCM,NRCM,I,NRCM,I,NDRCM,O,NDRCM,M,NDRCM)
_CALL PRVL3( 4WCS NP L XL!RCMjNRC M ,,NDRCMt_D,N F Sljl1 _	 —
WRITE (5) 091	 (( X(I,J),1•i,NRCM),J•1,NRCM)
IF( NFS1 ,FO, NF12), GO TO 11
DO 93 1sl,NRCM
DO 93 into NRCM
CBNP(I,J) n X(I,J)
NAs _N A2
	-- --------- --
NF9s NFS?
NNV= NFS1 + 1
N8 n Ng?
1SwC=2
ISL n 2
1NB C •	
------ —	
--- -	
--	
-- -- -.— .
NACn 1
NPCs;
NBS• NFSI + Ng
DO 94 J n i,NA
DO 94 I n i,NCn
zv( I , J)= 0.0__--
- tl(Y Ta- 05
It CONTINUE
PRINT 84
84 FORMAT (19NIENn OF PROnP,AM ASP)
REwIND 4
REW I ND S	 -- —	 — —.^
STr)P
FNS
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i SURROUTINE	 XINV	 fY#X,NRX,NCX)
C SUBROUTINE	 TO	 INVERT	 A	 MATRIX	 AND STARE	 IT	 ON	 ITSELF
C P	 MORTELLI T E 9-9-65
C NOTE--	 THE	 DIMENSION	 FMR	 RMWS	 AND COLUMNS	 MUST	 BE	 INCRFASEn	 RY	 1
2 DIMENSION	 X(6,6),Y(5,5)
C_ SPREAD OUT 	 Y	 INTO	 X
3 J1•NCX
` 4 DO	 1 9	 Js2,NCx
I 5 I1aNRX6 no	 20	 I s„NRX
7
B 20
x(I1,J1)=Y(Ii,Jl)
11811-1
9 1 J1=.11-1
10 NRisNRX	 .	 !
- ti NCisNCx•t
t2 DO	 10	 II=1,NQX
C ADD
	
A	 UNIT	 COLUMN	 VErTC+R
13 x_(i,NC1_)=1,
14 Db li	 I22,NRx
15 11 x(i,NCI)=0.0
16
C COMPUTE	 P I V O T	 ROW
IF(X(1,1))i6,17,16
17 17 PRINT	 18
18  19 FORMAT( 44Hi ERROR ,DIVISION Ar^ _1N INVERIziON R	 TINE_0.)_
19 ib DO	 12	 J=i,NCx
20 12 X(NR1,J)sX(1,J+1)/X(1,i)
C COMPUTE	 NE W 	VALUE	 F O P	 ALL	 MTHEP	 ELFMFNTS
21 DO	 13	 1 :2 , 11Rx
22 DO	 14	 Js1,NCx
23 14 Xf I-i,J) • X(l.,I^if • Xf 1 i i^!xcNRi,,^) ^_ _	 ___^
24 13 CONTINUE
C MOVE	 PTVnT	 ROW	 UP	 TO	 NTH Rnw
25 DO	 15	 J=i,NCX
26 15 X(NRX,J)=x(NRJ,J)
27 10 CONTINUE
C SHRINK	 X	 INTO	 Y
_ --lv fe
__
DO 21 J0 1 NCx
29 DO	 22	 Txi,dRx
30 22 Y(1,J)=X(i,J)
31 21 CONTINUE
+ 32 RETURN
33 END
a
i^
is
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1 SUOROUTINE
	
PRVL3(WOL,A;NRF;NCF,NDF.NDR,NDC,NISL)
C A	 SUPROUTI N E	 TO	 PRINT	 A	 VA R IABLE	 LFN3TW	 MATRIX	 OF	 112	 OR	 3	 DIMENS
C THE	 P AGE	 IS	 SLFWED	 O R	 NOT	 ACCORDING	 TO	 VRL • 2	 OR	 1,	 RFSPECTIVELY
C P	 W O R TELLI T E	 4-12-66
2 DIMENSION	 A(1)
3 _ -_ _ W x	 (NCF	 •	 6)/7
4 K1 n 1
` 5 K2a7
l 6 DO	 10	 181,K
1F(NCF-K2)15,j5,14
f
7
8 15 3.NCF
9 8 06  TO ib	
-t ---
10 14
- -- -	 --
-w-T-sK2
11 16 GO	 TO	 (20,18),ISL
S 12 20 PRINT	 21
13 21 FORMAT(///iH	 )
14 GO	 TO	 17
15 18 PRINT	 19	
-	 -	 _	 -	
-	 --	
- --	 -	 -	 -
--- if - IFOMk Tt w0
17 17 PRINT	 11,N,	 WO(-,(	 J	 ,jzKj,W3)
18 11 FORMAT(15W	 SAMPLE	 NU M BF°	 ,170
1	 //ix,A6,7(8X,I2,7X))
19 L1M=	 K3	 +	 MDR	 •	 (NDF	 -1)	 •	 NDR	 •	 NDC
20 DO	 t NR i_1 2 _KV • 1
21
—
KVis	 (K1-1)•NDR	 •	 KV	 +	 (NDF	 -1)•NMR*NDC
22 PRINT
	
13,	 KV,(A(iI),11 n KVl;LIM,NnR)
23 13 FORMAT	 (3X,I?,2X,7E17,S0)
24 12 'O kJ I NUE
25 K1'Ki	 +	 7
26 le KZ s K2 • 7	
-	 -
-
_	
-27 --
—TURN ---	 ---	 --
r
28 ENn
t-	 l
^v
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SERIES	 -	 FORTRAN	 ASA	 (MTPS)	 SUBROUTINE	 PAJE	 M	 1	 PMP3
1 SUBROUTINE	 GMP3(Y,Y,Z,NRX	 ,NCX,NMX.NCY,NOY,NDXR,NDXC,NMYR,NDYC,
1	 NnZR )
C SUBROUTINE	 TO	 MULTIPLY	 X•Y	 AND	 STORE	 IN	 7	 nR	 X
[ C P	 M C K I N N O N	 OCT	 1967
`	 2 DIMENSION	 xti),r(i) ► Z(i),A(if
3 _ COMMON A
t	 4 DO	 12	 K n 1,NRx
5 DO	 10	 j•1,NCY
6 A(I)=0,0
7 DO	 11	 J n i,NCX
4	 8 Kin
	
K	 •	 (J•l)•NDXR	 •	 (NOX	 -	 11
	
•	 NDxR	 +	 NnXC1	 9 J1'j!t 1x11 ^NLYR	 • ! NDY_ ..	 ^_ NDYR•NDYC.- -
10
—
 
__
It
_
A(1)sA(I)	 •	 x(Ki)•Y(Jl)
11 10 CONTINUE
t2 DO	 13	 I.1,NCY
13 Its	 K	 •	 (I - 1)•ND2R
14 13 2(11) n A(I)
15 12 CONTINUE	 -- --	 --	 - -----	
___.-----.--. -_
RETURN
17
f
ENn
. L
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ASP DATA	 MANIPULATOR	 2	 o-	 ADM2C
C P	 MCKINNON FOR	 D BENSON	 OCT	 69
C NRMs	 MAY	 NO,	 OF	 RUNS
C 0118	 CWANGE	 IN	 TIME	 AE T WEEN	 nRMUP	 COMPUTATIONS	 IN	 STAGE	 i	 OF	 F1NF
C ALIGN	 OF	 ASP
C DT2 n 	 C W A N GE	 IN	 TIME	 RETWEEN	 GROUP C	 PUT,_TION S 1 N _ SSTAG F_ 2_tlF FINE
C ALIGN	 OF	 ASP
C NAi t 	NO,	 OF	 COMPUTATIONS	 IN	 STAGE
	 1
C NA2 2 	NO,	 OF	 COMPUTATIONS	 IN	 STAGE	 2
C NOTE(	 IF	 NA2 r 0.	 ONLY	 COM P UTE	 STAGE	 1
C NAVs	 AVERAGING
	 NUMBER_
C IF	 NAVLp j RUN 	 2 STAGES	 DONtT_ AVERAG E . __ - _ -	 —_-,	 --	 _-_--	 -.-
C IF	 NAY	 I1 GREATER	 THAN	 0	 FIRST	 RUN REGULAR	 RUN	 (i- O R 2	 STAGES)
r (THEN	 RUN	 LAS T	STAGE	 AGAIN	 AVERAGING	 ACCORDING	 TO	 NAV
C NOTE)
	 TO	 CHANGE	 NA V	IN	 TWE	 SAMF	 RUN	 PUT	 IN	 ANOTHER	 CARn	 WITH
c nTi n DT2•6,0,
	
THIS	 MAY	 FIE
	
DONF	 AS	 MANY	 TI M ES	 AS	 NECESSARY,
C WOW EVER	 EACH	 NEW PASS MUST	 BE	 COUNTED	 AS	 A	 RUN--ADD	 i	 T O	 NRM
C 1F	 I01s0	 OR	 READ DATA	 FROM	 CARD READER ONLY
C TV _1DIr2,	 READ F R O M CA R DS	 AND PUT ON T A P E FOR NIGHT RUNNING
C IF	 ID2 8 0	 O R	i,	 RUN	 ENTIRE	 PROGRAM
C IF	 ID2 s 2,	 RUN	 U	 SECTION	 ONLY
C IF	 ID2 n 3,	 R U N	 CALCULATIO NS ;LEAVE	 OUT	 U	 SECTION
C IF	 Moo	 OR	 1,	 DIVIDE	 UIS	 AY	 3600.0
C ID3.2,
	
DO	 NOT	 D IVI D E	 UIS	 RY_-3 600.0
1 COMMON	 A(5),F(3,5,30),	 D(3,4,30),	 W.	 ).ZV(3,30), 	 SETZ(5),
lY(6,6).CBNP(3,3),
	
CBNPP(3,3);	 rBNT(3.3),
	
TNE(3),ER(3),SETE(5;5) ►
2U(5,5).SV(5,5),EST(3,3),YV(5),rBNPPT(3,3)
2 DIMENSION	 GTGI(5,5)
C
EOuI V ALENCE	 (Y,GTGI)
SET	 UP	 SIZES
4 NRS n 3
5 NDRSx3
6 NRFs3
7 NCE*5
B NDCE n 5
9 NRDs3
C SET	 CONSTANTS
ii CG:32,47
12 PI=	 3.1415927
13 TORAD•	 PI/iB0,0
14 WE•	 15.04 196•TORAD/3600 1 0	 --	 --
15 READ
	
18,NRM,IDI,ID2,103
16 10 FORMAT(4110)
17 IF(ID2
	 .FO,	 0),ID2 .	1D2	 •	 i
18 IF(ID1	 ,EO?	 0),	 iDi s	 IT'll	 +	 1
19 IF(ID3	 ,EO.	 0),	 ?D3 •	ID3	 +	 i—
_20_
—
IF(	 IDi_.E0 1	2^_t _REWT ND 	4
21 IF(ID2
	 .NE,	 2),REWiNn	 S
22 REWIND	 6
23 GO	 TO	 (13814),iDi
24 14 DO	 15	 NRsi;NRM
25 18 READ	 16,	 DT1,DT2,NA1,NA2,SL,AX,8I,NAV
26 16 FORMAT ( 2Fi0, 0^2 ii0,3F1Ot0,i10)
B-:6
4
AD M ? P THE GE.4(10	 SF ►1IES	 .	 FO R T R A Y 	ASA	 (MTPS)	 PAGE	 0 2	 knm
27 00	 To	 (17,is),rD i
78 15 WRITE	 (4)	 DTi3OT2,NAi,NA2,9L;AV,PI,NAV
29 REWIND
	
4
f 30 13 DO	 It	 NR n 1,NRM
f 31 PRINT	 12,NR,NRM
32 _	 12 FORKAT (31HIAS? DAT A M ANI P UL ATOR-- -ADMZ/L5^ RUN , NA 4 H O F	 114 ///
1)
33 00	 TO	 (18,i9),IDi
34 19 READ	 (4)	 DT1,DT2,NA1,NA2,SL,AX,Bt,NAV
35 17 CONTINUE
36 IF(ID2	 .EO,	 2),	 GO	 Tn	 93
3 7 - --- --- IF (( DTi * D T2 LLN E _j_0. p1_A- GO T A
38 DTiUMT10
39 DT?sDT20
40 NAisNA10
41 NA? n NA20
42 IF(NA2
	
,NE,	 0),	 GO	 Tn	 94
43 _DO 95 --Ln i & 4	 _ -
	
- --- - --- --- ----- ---	 -
----- ---
44 95 BACKSPACE	 5
45 GO	 TO 96
46 94 BACKSPACE	 S
47 96 PRINT
	
20,	 nT1,NA1,DT2,NA2,AX,8I,5L,NAV
_ 48 GO	 TO	 64
49 93 REWIND	 6	
- -	
- - -	 ----	 -- --
—	
---- --- - ----- -
- —	 - ---
5 0
51
tSkC n 1
PRINT
	 20,	 DT1,NAi,DT2,NA2,Ax,RI,SL,NAV
52 20 FOPHAT(6H	 DT1 n 	 ,E15,A//6w	 NAi•	 ,rl?//6W	 DT22	 ,Fj5,8//6w NA22	 ,112/
1/6W	 Ax n 	 ,E15;P//6 w 	BI B
	,EiS. R //6 w 	SL n 	,E15,8//6H	 NAB ,rig///)
C READ	 ZV	 FROM TAPE	 5
--^-	 ADVANCE_	
-- --- —	
-	 - - -- ----
153 NASPi n 	 NA1	 +	 i
54
55
IF	 (	 In2	 ,EO,	 2),	 GO	 TO	 71
DO	 36	 I n 1,NA1P1
36 READ
	 (5)
	
DUM
57 36 READ	 (5)	 DUM
5
_9 PEAO__^S^ NOP1	 (jZ VtI, J),I!i.NR^1,J!1^^1A1!
C REPOSITION TAPE	 5	 TO	 BEGINNING	 OF	 RUN
59 GO	 TO	 61
60 61 BACKSPACE	 5
61 DO	 35	 I n 1,NAi
62 AACKSPACE 5
63
--
35 SACKSPACF	 5_	
-	 ---	 -	 --	
-
--	 --	
- -- -- --
64 PRINT	 43
A5 CALL	 PRVL3(2HZV,ZV,NRS,NAI,I,NnRS,O,NAi,1)
66 43 FORMAT(1H1)
67 PRINT	 43_
68 71 SL n 	 SL	 •	 TORAD
6 9 _ _ S INL n _ SIN SL)
70 COSL n 	 COS(SL)
7i SIL2 n
	SINL*	 SINL
72 COL2 n 	 COSL.COSL
73 ISWA=1
74 REWIND	 6
--
75 N S n 1-
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-	 76- -- NSKL81
	
---	 ---	 - -
77 NSCP•3
C COMPUTE	 E	 AND	 D
78 IF	 (NR	 ,Eft.	 i),	 GO	 TM	 21
79 IF(DT1O	 ,NE,	 DT11,	 Gm	 TO	 21
80 IF(	 NA10 iOE,	 NAi s	 GO TO 23
—	
- —
—DT: D
.,
A2 NA•	 NA1
A 3 GO	 TO	 25
A4 23 NAs	 NAi
96 26 ti -(-kjj"1 K), I 8jRE1,,^!S.N^E1^K•i^N^!	 -- - -
-	 -P7 READ
	 (f;)	 (f(D(I,J, K ),I . 1,NRD),J • j,NC15),K = t, NA)
A8 ISwa•i
A9 GO	 TO	 22
t	 90 25 DTn2c
	
DT/2,0
91 ISw8=2
92 DO	 2 4 	1 •i-LNA_1	 -93l^ - - Tin DTD2 • OT	 •-(I-1!
94 72•	 I+DT
95 SWT	 c	 SIN(WE•Tt)
96 CWT=	 COS(WE*T1)
97 E(l,i,!) n 	 CG*	 SI N L •	SWT
98 E (i, 2, 1) n_ CG* CW T
	----- ---- - _	
—	 —	
- - - — -
—	 --- .
-- 09 — --- —E (i, 3. i ! n CG: COSLOSWTr
100 E(1,4,1)•	 -CG.SINL.(i3O•CWT)/wF
lot E(1,5,1) n 	 O,D
102 E(2,i,I)m	 CG•	 fwSIL2 • CWT	 -	 COL2;
(	 103 E(2,2,I)•	 CG n SINL•SWT
t	 104 E(2,3,I)•	 CG.(-SINL_• (;OS41• (CWT -1j0)
105 E(2,4,I	 CG•(SiL2 4 SwT/WE	 +	 COL2•Ti)
106 E(2,5,1) n 0,0
i	 107 E(3,1,I)=0,0
t	 108 E(3,2,1)=0,0
109 E(3,3,1)20,0
110 E(3,4,7) n 0,0
--ice--- F(3:5-, fI=1: 0
112 IF	 (1	 .LT,	 4 1,	 GO	 TO	 24
113 SWT:	 SIN(wE•T2)
114 .WT	 •	 COS(wE•T2)
(	 115 D(t,l,f1•	 SIL2•CWT+CDL2
_116 N1 ,2,I) • 	-SI NL• S W T
i	 117
_
D(1031i)•	 f
_
SfNL•C0SL1•fCWT - i.01
Il	 iie D(1,4,I)•	 -S1L2*SwT/ w E	 -	 Cr-L2•T2
119 D(2.i,1)•	 -D(i,2,1)
120 D(2,2,1)`
	 CWT
121 D(2,3,I) n 	 COSL*SWT
122 D ( 2 , 4 .j.) n --SINL n f lj0-CWT1/-WE----
	
-	 -	 —	 ----------- -- - ---	 --
--
- - D(3,1,I)• 	 6(1,3.I)
124 D(31281)0	 -Df213,11
12.5 D(3,3,1)=
	
COL2*CWT	 +	 SIL2
126 D(394,1)=	 -SINL•COSL • (SWT/wE	 -	 T2)
127 24 CONT 1 Ni;E
_ 128 -
---
WRITE	 tb_f	 (f(E	 K?	 j.,Z•1^NOEliK^14A}	 -..
B-18
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129 WRITE
	
(6)	 (((D(I,J#K),1 n 	 NRD),J n l,NCD),K n i,NA)
130 DO	 27	 I n S,NCE
131 DO	 27	 J n i,NCE
132 27 5ETE(I,J) n 0,0
133 DO	 28	 K n 1,3
134 DO 29 WR a t HCE -
	
-	 -	 ----	
--	
-- -	 --
135 DO	 29	 J n i,NCE
136 DO	 ?9	 I n l,NRE
137 21; SETE(KR,J) n 	 SETS(K'R,J)	 +	 E(I,KR,K).EfI,J,K)
138 28 CONTINUE
f	 139 22 DO	 ! n i, NCE
140 36 SETZ(c1):	 00
14 1 DO 40	 K n 1,3
142 DO	 39	 KRs1,NCE
1 ,4 3 DO	 39	 !si,NRE
.44 39 SETZ(KR)s	 SET Z(K R)	 4	 Efjo"R,Kl.ZV(1,0)
145 40 CONTINUE
_146 IF( IDZ_ Eo L- 2 -b	 GO	 T m 70
ADVANCF
	
TAPE	 5	 TO	 THE	 REGINNING	 OF	 GROUP	 4
147 ICQCs	 NSCP
148 DO	 45	 Isi,NSCP
149 READ
	
(5)	 DUM
1 130 45 READ	 (5)	 DUM
--	
151 10 _	 I sl '
	 - ------	 - ---- —	 --	
- -
--- - - - --- —	 --- -1 132 i PC at
153 DO	 30	 Ks4,NA
1 834 GO	 TO	 (33,34),ISWB
155 34 DO	 31	 KRs1,NCE
1136 DD	 31	 is1,NCE
-- -	 - - 
-4Q-I!l^_NR^----
158 31 SETE(KR,J) n 	 SE T E(KR,J)	 +	 E(I,KR,K)•Efl,J,K)
159 DO	 32	 ! n i,NCE
160 DO	 32	 Js1,NCE
1 A 1 32 GT,1(I,J) n 5ETE(1mJ)
162 CALL	 XINV(GTGI,Y,NCE,NCE)
-- WRITE .)-IGTG1(I,J),1 n 1,NC E1,_.Ls11EL 	-	 --	
-	
-
k	 164 CO TO 37
1A5 33 READ	 (6)	 ((GTG1(I	 J),IsioNCE),J n i.NCF)
1A6 37 IF	 (!D2	 .EO,	 21,	 GO	 TO	 30
1A7 DO	 41	 KRs1,NCE
168 DO	 41	 Isi,NRE
-_ 169 ±i SETZ( KR s Se7L(AR_L
_
	 KR	 I-Ki ------ --	 ---	 --
170 DO	 42	 I n i,NCE
1 7 1 YV(1)00.0
172 DO	 42	 Jsi,NCE
173 42 VV(I) n 	 YV(I)	 4	 GTGI(I,J).SETZ(J)
174 CALL	 PRVL3(1WY,YV,i,NCE,1si3O,K,ISL)
;7 --
1 Lot	 -	 —	 --	 -- -	 —1 6 DO	 44 Is1,NRD
177 THF(I) n 0.0
178 DO	 44	 Jsi,NCO
179 44 THF(T)e	 THE(1)
	 +	 D(I,J,K)•YV(J)
180 CALL	 PRVL3( 5wTHETA,TWES'1,NRD;i,1,D,K,ISL)
C COMPUTP EST	
- --- -	 ---	 -	 — -	 — - --
	
-- -...
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--1-81 -	 --- CTx n COS(TWEt1i)	 --	 --------
1 8 2 STY n 	 SIN	 (THE(i))
-
1 8 3 CTYs	 COS(TWE(21)
184 STY:	 STN(TWE(2))
185 CT7t	 COS(TNE(31)
1 8 6_ S T2 n 	 SIN(TWE(3))	 _
1 8 7 EST(i,i) n 	 CTY•CTI
188 EST(1,2)=	 -CTX•STZ	 +	 STX.STY•CTZ
JP q EST(i,3),	 STY•STZ	 :	 CTx•STY•CTT
190 FSTi2 1 1)L	 CTv•STT
191 EST(2,2)c	 CTx•CTZ	 •	 STWflTY*ST7
192 ( 2i1 a -STX•C7Z_i__Q_t X 0 STY • ST Z_ 	
-	 - ----_.—_ - - -- - ---E S T (3 , 1) •
	 -STY 
194 EST(3,2)8
	
STx•CTY
195 EST(3,3)=	 CTx•CTY
1 9 6 DO	 82	 NSKPsNS, NS KL
197 READ
	 (5)
	
NOF,	 ((CBNTtI,J)#Ts1,NRS),J•I;NRS)
198 - READ _(5)	 NO ►'4 l _ltC8N 0 (1	 I a i # N R S ) a J _!j	 NF S1--	 ---------- ----
199 82 CONTINUE
200 ICRC•	 TCBC	 •	 NSKL
201 CALL	 PRVL3(4WCPNT,CBNT,NRS,NRS,I,NPRS,O,TCRC,ISL)
202 CALL	 PRVL3(4WCQNP, CBNP,NRS,NRS,I,N?*,RS,O,TCRC,ISL)
C COMPUTE CBNPPS EST•CR0
203 83 CALL GMP_3 (EST I CBNP # C?N P P	NRS,^NR^ NRSl1, NDRS^O1
204 CALL
	
PRVL3(4WCRNPP,CANPP,NRS,NRS,I,NDRS,O,K,ISL)
C COMPUTE	 ER(3)
205 DO	 74	 T:1,NRS
206 DO	 74	 Jsi,NRS
207 74 CBNPPT(1,J) n 	 CPNPP(J,11
208 CA LL 	 GMP3( CBN T, CMNPP T ,x,N RS,NRS,I,NRS, -Ij NDR S^0,NDRS,O, N	 CE)	
-
-	 -
-^6 9
- -
--	 - --	 —^Rf1)	 • - xf FIT)
210 ER(2).	 X(1,3)
211 ER(3):	 -X(1,2)
212
.
CALL	 PRVL3(2WER,ER,I,NRS,1,1,0,K,ISL1
213 IPC n 	 I P C	 •	 1
214 .F	 (IPC	 .LE,	 1) l	GO	 TO	 46	
-	 -	 -
— 215 - 1SL:T	 --	 —-
216 T^!' n i
t	 217 46 CONTINUE
j	 218 30 CONTINUE
f	 219 IF	 (TV	 .EG,	 3',	 GO	 TO	 72
C C O MPUTE U MATRICES	
----27 0 - DO	 49	 18S,NR6
221 DO	 48	 Jsi,NCO
222 48 X(I,J)s	 D(1,J,NA)
223 NCDPIN	 NCD	 •	 1
224 NR11Pi n 	 NRD
	 •1
_225 NR DP 2@	 NRD	 •	 2	
-	 -
226
--	 ------ - --- — 
_-	 ___ _----
DO	 50	 TsNRnPl,NRDP2
227 DO	 49	 J n S,NCDP1
228 49 X(I,J) n 0.0
229 50 x(I,T)"1.0
230	 DO 67 Ixi,NRD
- 
231- -- 67 _ 11I,NCDPi)-^^1^-
	
--	 _ -- -- ----	 --	 --
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232 CALL	 GMP3(X,GTGI,X#NCE,NCE;I;NCE,I,N5CEsOONDCE.C;NDCE)
233 DO	 5i	 1 n i,NCF
234 DO	 51	 J n i,NCE
(	 235 51 SV(I,J) n m,0
236 DO	 66	 I n i,NRE
`	 237 66 3V( I
	 m  1-___	 -_- ---	 _--	 -	 —•--
238 3V(4,4)2AX
239 SV(5,5)21^0
240 CALL	 GMP3(SV,X,SV,NCE, NCE,I,NCE,i,NDCE,O,NMCF,O,NDCE)
2 4 1 CALL	 P R VL3( 5 W C n D n G,Sv,k,CE,NCE.i,NDCE,O,NA.2)
2 4 2 1Pr n 1
- 243 -- - -	 Si 92	 -	 -- - -	 -	 -	 ---244 DO	 52	 K n 1, NA
245 DO	 47	 1 n i,NRE	 -
246 DO	 47	 J n i,NCE
247 47 X(J,I) n 	 F- (I,J,K)
248 CALL	 GwP3(SV.X,U,NCE,NCE,I,NRE,1;NnCF.O,NDCE,O,NDCF)
_-x-49 _- GO_ TO (8^8 9).1^	 -----	 ----- - - --	 - - -	 -	 -
250 88 DTn n DT/3600.0
`	 251 DO	 68	 I n 14NCE
252 DO	 68	 J n i,NRE
253 68 U(I,J) n 	 U(},J)/	 DTD
254 89 CALL
	
PRVL3(1HU,U,NCE,NRE,I,NDCE,O.K,ISL)
—
--- --
2 5 5___
-- --I S I a —i -- .--	 -	 --- ----	 — -	 — - — --
256 IPC n 	 IPC	 4	 1	 -
257 IF(IPC	 .LE,	 4),	 GO	 Tn	 53
258 ISLs2
259 1PC n 1
r P UNCH	 U
260__ -	 53 NCEMi•_NCE
261 DO	 54	 1 n i,NCEMi
262 PUNCH	 55,	 (I,J,K,U(I,J),J81,NRE)
263 54 CONTINUE
264 55 FORMAT(2X,3I2,F15,8,3I2,EIS.8,312,E15,4)
265 } n i
_266
-
- -^^ 1	
---- -	
- -	 -	 -
	 -	 ---
267 WOL n iHS
268 PUNCH	 56,	 I,J,K, U(NCE,NRE).HOL
269 56 FORMAT(2X .3I2,Ei5,8,56X,A1)
270 52 CONTINUE
271 I n 9
272
---
!
	
N N!	 L--- -	 --	 —	 —	 --	 - 
273 57 FORMAT(11)
E 274 72 GO	 TO	 (63,64,77),	 ISWA
C ADVANCE	 T APE
	
5
2 7 5 63 IF	 (102	 E0.	 21,	 GO	 TO	 75
276
TO	 76
- _277 _ 75
1 F
}F	 (DT_i	 .NE,	 DT2f i GM TO 73___--_	 -----	 -	 --- - -	 -_
278 GO	 TO	 11
279 76 IF	 (NA2	 .NE,	 O),	 GO	 TO	 90
280 NANi n NA1
2R1 DTN n DT1
282 GO	 TO	 64
283 90 READ
	
(5)--DUM	
----	 -	
---	 ---..^_-	 -- -	 - -	 -
L `.	
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2R4 READ	 ( 5 ) 	DUM
285 READ	 (5)	 DUM
286 READ
	 (5)	 DUM
287 NANs NA2
288 DTN n DT2
289 DO	 59	 Isi ► N^.2---
	
- - — ---
_
{^F90
--
READ
	
(5)	 OUM
l	 291 59 READ
	
(5)
	
DUM
292 READ
	 (5)	 NOP,	 ((ZV(I ► J)sI8l,NRS).Js1,NA2)
293 GO	 TO	 62
294 62 AACKSPACF
	
5
2 0 5 DO 60	 NA2___j ai l
296
_
BACKSPACE	 5
297 60 BACKSPACE	 5
298 PRINT	 43
299 CALL
	
PRVL3(2WZV,iV,NRS,NA2;I;NDRS.0,NA2,1)
300 PRINT	 43
302 ---73—e$WAaT2----
303 NAB NA2
304 IF(NR
	 ,E0.	 1),	 GO	 TO	 25
305 IF(NA10	 .NF,	 NA1) j 	GO	 TO	 25
306 IF	 (DT20
	
NE;	 DT2) ► 	 +0	 TO	 25,
--
307 —.. IF_(NA20_,GEt_NA2)_,L_Gn 	 TO	 2e
308
--
GO TO 25
309 64 IF	 (NAV	 .EO,	 0),	 GO	 TO	 77
310 DO	 81	 181,NAN
311 BACKSPACE	 5
312 81 PACKSPACE	 5
3i3 NSKLs
	
NA 	
-	 -	 -	 -
--- 314 --. -----NS21 -----	 -
315 NSCPs	 NAVs';
316 1SWAs3
317 DT3mDTN ►► NAV
318 NA3zNAN/NAV
319 IF(NAN	 .GE.(NSCP	 NAV))l	 00	 TO	 87
- 
-T^77{- -- --
-
-ITT 7 	
.0--8 6- .-- - -	 --
3
21
NA3m
0
j	 322 GO	 TO	 77
f	 323 87 DTs	 DT3
324 NAB	 NA3
325 Ki	 s	 1
326 K2mNAV
327 K3mNAV
328 DO	 78	 Ksi,NA
329 DO	 90	 Isi,NRS
330 SMs0,0
331 DO	 79	 JaK1,K3
..----- 
-332	 -
70--- 9M -@---SA	 •	 Z 	 (I ► J— - --	 _	 --- — -	 -
333 80 "Lw V(I ► K) n 	SM/NAV
334 Kim	 K3	 •	 1
335 78 K3m	 K3	 •	 K2
336 PRINT	 43
l_	 337 _ _ CAS PRVL3f-2W?V,t^(iN?S.NA,i,NDPS,O,NA,i)
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338 PRINT	 43
339 RO	 TO	 I92025)1ISWC
t 340 92 IF(Nk	 ,E0,	 1),	 GO	 TO	 25
!F 341 IF	 (NA10	 ,NE,	 NA!),	 GC	 TO 25
3 4 2 IF	 (NA2Q	 ,NE,	 NA2)#	 GO	 TO 25
343 1F(0T30,NE 1 D	 -L_00	 TO-2S ---	 __--	 - -----	 -	 - •--
344
--- --
IF	 (NA30	 .OE.	 NA3)#	 GO	 TO 26
345 GO	 TO	 29
346 77 DTiO •	nTi
347 NAiOsNA1
3 4 8 DT20 n 	 DT2
349 NA208NA2_
350 D7305	 DT3
351 NA30NNA3
352 ISwC n 2
353 IF	 (102	 ,E0,	 2),	 GO	 TO	 li
354 NS•	 NAV*NA3	 •	 i
355 IF(NS	 ,GT,	 NAN)j GO TQ 86
—	 --	
-	 -- ---- -	 - —
-
356 DO	 85	 IMNS,NAN
357 READ
	 (5)	 DUM
358 85 READ	 (5)
	
DUN
359 86 READ	 (5)	 NOP,(t=V(I,J)	 I•l,NRS),J•i,NAN)
360 IF	 (NA2	 ,NE,	 Ch	 GO	 TO	 11
361
- -
 -___READ (1 DUM 
	
--	 ---
- - — --	 - - -	
-	 -	 -	 —	 -	 -
362 READ
	 (5)
	
DUM
363 READ	 (5)	 DUM
364 11 CONTINUE
77 365 IF	 (ID1	 ,E0,	 2),	 REWIND	 4
7 366 IF ( IO2	 .NE.	 2).	 R E W I N D	 S
367 PRINT ^^-------
	
--- — --	 — -- —	
_	 ^._
	
_----
368 65 FORMAT(9NjENn ADM2)
3' 9 STOP
370 ENn
i-
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1 SURROUTINE
	 X IN V 	(Y,X,NRXINCX)
C SUBROUTINE	 TO	 INVERT	 A	 MATRIX	 AND STORE	 IT	 ON	 ITSELF
C P	 MORTELLITE 909-65
C NOTE--	 THE	 DIMENSION	 FOR	 ROWS	 AND COLUMNS MUST	 BE	 INCREASED	 RY	 1
2 DIMENSION	 X(6,6),Y(5,5)
-
{ 3 JlmNCX
( 4 DO	 19	 JF2,NCX
5 IimNRX
6 DO	 20	 Isi,NRx
7 X(I1,Ji) n Y(Ii,Jl)
9 19 J12Ji-1
10 NR18NRx
11 NCi n NCk•i
12 DO	 10	 I1•S,NRX
C ADD	 A	 UNIT	 COLUMN	 VECTOR
' 13 X(i,NCi
	 it
14 DO	 it	 I•2,NRx
15 11 X(i,NCi)80.0
C COMPUTE	 P IVOT	 ROW
16 IF(X(1,1))16,17,16
17 17 PRINT	 18
16  1e FORMAT( 44H1ERRORI_DjV	 ON Ay_-I - L_S_ i!Y^ILR5.1.0^!_R9ULINE .S1^1_ __
19 16 DO	 12	 J n i,NCX
 12 X(NRi,J)sX(l,J•l)/X(d,,i)
r COMPUTE	 NEW	 VALUE	 FO R 	ALL	 MTHER ELFMFNTS2 1 DO	 13	 I n 2,NRx
22 DO	 14	 Jni,NCX
23_x.4 X(1 - 1,U1!x111_U±i1 —Xsi-liit,X(NRI,.1!
24 13 CONTINUE
r MOVE	 PIVOT	 ROW U P 	TO	 NTH Raw
25 DO	 15	 Jw1,NCX
26 is X(NRX,J)sx(NRi,J)
L
27 10
r
CONTINUE
SHRINK
	
INTO	 Y
_X
78 DO	 21	 J@2,NCX
29 DO	 22	 1•i,NRx
30 22 Y(I,J)vX(I,J)
_^ 31 21 CONTINUE
32 RETURN
-33 — F N nLj-- - - --
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1 SUBROUTINE	 PRVL3(WOL,A,NRF;NCF,NDF,NDR;NDC;N,ISL)
C A	 SUBROU T I N E	 TO	 P RIN T 	A	 VARIABLE	 LENGTH	 MATRIX	 OF	 1,2	 OR	 3	 DIMENS
C THE	 PAGE
	
IS	 SLFWED OR NOT ACCO R DIND	 T O 	 ISLS2	 O R	 1,	 RESPECTIVELY
C P MORTELLI T E	 4-12-66
2 DIMENSION	 A(1)
4 K1•1
5 K2*7
6 DO	 10	 Is1,K
t 7 IF(NCF-K2)i5,15,14
t 8 1'S K38NCF
9 _ GO TO ifi-
10 14 K38K2
11 16 a0	 TO	 (20,18),TSL
t2 20 PRINT	 21
13 21 FORMAT(///1H	 )
14 GO	 TO	 17
15 +^, PRINT 19	
---	 — -- - -	
- -- —	 - —	 -	
---
16 19 FORMAT(1W1)
17 17 PRINT	 :18N;	 WOL,(	 J	 ;JEKt;K3)
j 18 it rOOMAT(15H SAMPLE	 NU M BER	 ,17;	 '
L i	 //iX,A6,7(8W,I2,7X))
19 L1M=	 K3	 •	 NDR	 t	 (NDF	 - 1 1	 • NDR	 •	 NDC
_20	 _ DO_j? K YELL NR F-	 -	 —	 ---
KVis	 (K1-1)•NDR • KV	 •	 (NDF	 -1)•N"R•NDC21
L 22 PRINT	 13,	 KV; ( A((I),II8KV19LIM,NDR)
23 13 FORMAT	 (3x,I2,2X,7E17,t0)
24 12 CONTINUE
rx 25 K1 n Kt	 •	 7
26 to K2 9 K2 . 7_
27 RETURN
u
28 W)
r
x^
F -
t'
f
Y .-
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1 SURRDUTINE	 GMP3(X,Y,Z,NRX
-
,NCX,NDX,NCY;NDY',NDXR,NDXC,NDYR,NDYC,
1	 NDZ R
 )
C SURROUTINE	 TO MULTIPLY	 X•Y AND STORE
	 IN	 Z	 OR	 X
C P MC A I NNON OCT	 1967
2 DIMENSION
3 COMMON 1
4 DO 12 Ksi,NRY
= a DO	 10	 Isi,NCY
6 A(1)s0;0
7 DO	 11	 J•±,NCX
8 Xis	 K	 +	 (J-1)*NDXR	 •	 (NDX -	 i)	 •	 NDXR	 •	 NnXC
9 _ Ji m J !-LL±I) o NO YH_-+ (ND r-1-1-A-AlYB*NIlYC. -------
- 10 11 A(I)8A(I)	 +	 X(W OY (Ji)
11 10 CONTINUE_
12 DO	 13	 I n 1,NCY
13 ?in	 X	 +	 (I-1)•NDZR
14 13 Z(T I)S A (l)
15 12 CONT I NUE
---- ---	 -	 --	 -	 -- ----	 - -	 - - --E- 16 RETURN
17 n
^f
L:
r
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APPENDIX C
THEORETICAL STUDIES INVOLVED IN
ALIGNMENT AND CALIBRATION
OF THE
V/STOL STRAPDOWN INERTIAL SYSTEM
This appendix describes the various theoretical approaches taken
in the alignment and calibration problem when the measurements were
assumed doubly integrated accelerometer outputs.
	 Indicative numerical
results of these studies are given where applicable. 	 The approaches dis-
cussed herein were discarded in favor of the measurement situation given
in Chapter 5.	 However, they are documented so that future researchers
worl-ing on similar problems will have the vicarious experience of the
f current researchers.
Discussion in the appendix can be divided into three sections.
	 The
r	 `,
first is optimal theoretical error analysis, which is determination of the
minimum alignment error and calibration errors if a perfectly designed
Kalman filter were used.	 Both continuous and discrete measurement
Kalman filters are considered. 	 The second part is definition and per-
formance analysis of a two-stage alignment algorithm. 	 Two app: oaches
to the algorithm are given.	 One is based on the optimal Kalman filter,
and the second is based on a least squares approach to the problem. 	 A
phenomenon called "P" sensitivity is observed. 	 The third part is defini-
tion and performance analysis of a three-stage alignment algorithm. 	 This
algorithm eliminates the "P" sensitivity. 	 Again the two al forichms based
jrespectively on the Kalman filter and least squares are considered.
C-1
Comparisons and contrasts associated with each part of the dis-
cussions are made.
C. I OPTIMAL ESTIMATION STUDIES
In order to establish minimum errors in alignment, optimal esti-
mation studies have been carried out. These essentially involve analyzing
the covariance of the outputs of a K-Alman filter. The available measure-
ments considered are doubly integrated effective north and east accelerom-
eter outputs.
0 THE SYSTEM
In the studies, the following model has been taken for the system
measurement configuration (representing a system at LAT = 450).
S-y-stem:
E N 	= -. 1851 E E
	RN
	 RN2
E E 	.1851 E N
 + .1851 E a - REl	 RE2
E	 =-.1851 E - R	 - R
z	 E	 zl	 z2
U	 RN1 = 0
(C-1)
^	 REl = 0
---	 R	 =
zl	
0
z 1N	 - gE E + AN1 +AN2
(^	 z1E	 g E N +AEl +AE2
i	 z 2N - z 1
z 2E - Z 1
A N1	 = 0
AE l	 = 0
C-2
Measurements:
z l = z 2 +W 1
z 2 = 
z 
2 + w2	 (C-2)
In the above E N , E E , E z are the misalignments of the analytic plat-
forin about the North, East and z axes, respectively.
R N1' R El' Rzl are effective North, East and z gyro biases.
z 1N ' i 1 are, respectively, those components of the North andEast accelerometer outputs caused by inertial system
errors.
AN1' AEl are respectively the North and East accelerometerbiases.
RN2' R E2' Rz2 are respectively the random components ofthe North, East and z gyro drift rates. For
simplicity these terms have been assumed, in
some cases, as white noise. The variance of
the white noise is chosen so that the RMS
random drift after one hour is some specified
amount.
AN2' AE2 are respectively random components of the North andEast accelerometer errors. For simplicity they are
assumed white noise whose variance is chosen so that
after one hour a specified velocity error is caused by
the noise.
The terms w  and w 2 represent the linear excursions of the
V/STOL from its base position. Because the vehicle is vibrating at a
high frequency, this term can be assumed white. The variance of the
terms are the rms excursions of the aircraft. In this ca--e the vehicle
vibrational accelerat:.on spectrum is irrelevant because the system is
i
C-3
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t
'told' that the aircraft is not going very far even though it is experiencing
accelerations which are a large percentage of g.
• SOME INTERESTING RESULTS
The optimal results for the above measurement configura-
tion were given in Tables 7. 2-1 and 7.2-2 in [24]. In Table 7. 2-1 the
results assumed continuous measurement and an rms vibration level of
one foot. Table 7. 2-2 was t-.e result of a gross error which implied an
rms vibration level of 1000 feet. The second result was presented because
it was found that alignment accuracy deteriorated by a surprisingly small
amount for the absurd vibration environment. The conclusion one could
then draw is that this particular alignment scheme is only slightly sensi-
tive to the level of vehicle vibration.
Other studies which have not been previously documented have also
been carried out. One study involved determining which states of the in-
ertial system could be estimated. The following system was specified for
study.
Initial Attitude Misalignment
Nominal Gyro Bias
Nominal Random Gyro Drift Rate
Accelerometer Bias
Random Accelerometer Bias
Vibration Level
Sampling Interval
U
L C-4
. 50°
. O1°/hr
. 005°/hr (white) (C-3)
10 µg
. 175 kts/hr
1 ft
Continuous
V1
F-.1 
It was found that heading and tilts could be estimated to close to
their theoretical limit. This is the same conclusion which was reached
in Chapter 5. East gyro bias could not be estimated. The ability to esti-
mate the North and z gyro biases depended on the amount of random noise
on the gyro drift rates. Fig. C-1 shows normalized curves of percentage
estimation of the bias values[(.rms bias value - rms error in estimation
of bias)/rms bias] versus percentage random noise on the gyro drift rate
[(deg/ hr, random)/ (deg/ hr bias)]. Biases of . 01 and .02 deg/hr were con-
sidered in the construction of these curves.
F U Note that the smallest amount of random error on the z gyro drift
rate effectivel y wiped out any estimation of that state. The North gyro
bias could be estimated with small amounts of random error on the drift
-•	 rate. One could therefore come to the same conclusions which were
listed in Section 5. 1. , i. e. , the states E N , E E , E Z , RN can be estimated
effectively.
Another study also was carried out to determine the effect of
3	 sampling rate on estimation errors. The above nominal statistics were
used. Fig. C-2 shows the results. The sampling rate was varied from
continuous to two minutes. The total time of filtering was 20 minutes.
Note that the misalignment errors did not deteriorate significantly as the
sampling interval was increased. This result was in marked contrast with
some of the results given in Section 5. 1. When the measurements were
-	 considered time averaged accelerometer outputs, and a random vibration
environment was assumed, there was significant deterioration of the es-
timation error for increasing sampling intervals.
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Estimation Error versus Sampling Intervsll
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Other optimal studies have also been carried out for various statis-
tical situations. The statistics and the results are listed below.
Case 1
Statistical situation:
Acc. Bias:	 20 pg
Random Acc. Error. . 175 kts/hr
Gyro Bias:	 . 050/hr
Random Gyro Drift
Rate:	 01°/hr (white)
Initial Attitude E.rror:. 5°
Vibration Level: 	 1 ft
Sampling Interval:	 2 min
(C-4)
RMS ERROR RESULTS
State:
Total Filtering Time
EN
EE
E
Z
RN
10 min	 20 min
8. 1 sec	 7. 6 sec
8. 2 sec	 7.6 sec
I (C-b)
. 2660	2490
. 027 0 /hr	 . 0' 78°/hr
C-8
Case 2
Statistical situation:
Acc. Bias: 20ug
Random Acc. Error: 1 kts/hr
Gyro Bias: . 050/hr
Random Gyro Drift
Rate: 0.0
Initial Attitude Error: .5*
Vibration: 1 ft
Sampling Interval: 2 min
RMS ERROR RESULTS
Total Filtering Time	 10 min
State:
(C-6)
20 min
4. 35 secE N	 4. 56 sec
E E	 4. 56 sec 4.35 sec
' (C-7)
E	 . 238 0 233°
z
R N	 0060/hr . 00210/hrl
C-9
iH	 Case 3
 Statistical situation:
Acc,	 Bias: 20 µg
Randoni Acc. Error: .175 kts/hr
Gyro Bias: 05°/hr
Random Gyro Drift
Rate: . 005°/hr Markovian with a
2-hr correlation time
Initial Attitude Error: . 5°
Vibration: 1 ft
Sampling Time: 2 min
RMS ERROR RESULTS
Total Filtering Time 10 min 20 min
-	 - --------- ----- --,
State:
E N 5.6 sec 4.6 sec
5. 6 sec 4.6 secE E
(C-9)
E .2450 2380
' z
RN .0150/hr 006°/hr
C-10
- Js-'._^ ms' s=_ _ = S3
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From These results one can observe that:
1. The alignment accuracy depends in part on the random component of
the accelerometer error. The random error has less effect for
longer filtering times.
2. A 'white' gyro drift rate (which physically does not exist) has a much
larger effect on the alignment accuracy than does a random gyro drift
with a time constant of several hours.
3. Estimation of heading and Nor th gyro drift is also affected by the
characteristics of the random gyro drift.
r	 C. 2	 Performance Analysis of the Two-Stage Alignment Scheme
The two-stage alignment scheme consisted of an ''optical" crude
align and one fine align. The following statistical situation was assumed.
Acc. Bias:
C:	 Random Acc. Error:
Gyro Bias:
Random Gyro Error:
Vibration Level:
Initial conditions:
Attitude Error:
RMS Velocity Error:
RMS Position Error:
Sampling Interval:
20 pg
. 175 kts/hr
05°/hr
. 01°/hr (white)
	 (C-10)
1 ft
After assumed crude align, all
states initially uncorrelated
(a diagonal P)
. 5°
1 kt
. 1 nm
2 min
The optimal filter using a sampling interval of 2 min was derived for the
above situation. Total filtering time was 10 minutes. The filter was de-
fined as a set of weighting coefficients to be applied to the 5 seta of mea-
t
I	 C-11
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surements. The filter and the system were fed into the sensitivity analysis
program described briefly in Appendix E. Results of the analysis are
shown below. They should represent the optimal errors, and they do.
RMS Error (sensitivity) Results for Optimal Filter
State EN EE N,
8. 1 sec 8. 5 sec .27* . 0290/hr
(C-11)
Another optimal filter was then designed using exactly the sarze
error models except the initial covariance matrix was taken as the original
diagonal covariance matrix propagated by two minutes in time. The matrix
then had off-diagonal terms. Mathematically, the initial covariance used was
P (2 min) _ (2 min) P (D(2 min) T + Q (2 min)	 (C-12)
O	 O
When the new filter was applied to the statistical system with the
diagonal initial covariance matrix, the following result was observed.
RMS Error (sensitivity) Results for Suboptimal Filter
State EN EE EZ RN
9. 2 sec 10. 6 sec . 36° . 051 0 /hr (C-13)
Curiously, when the propagated P was used as the initial condition
on this filter, the result was almost exactly the same as the optimal result (C-11)
for the diagonal P case. What seems to have been observed in Eq. (C-13)
is what is call P sensitivity, i. e. , the filter is quite sensitive to the un-
uncertainty in the knowledge of the initial covariance. This phenomenon
C-12
(	 baffles the ':tuition. The author has checked and double checked the
numerics in obtaining the solution and has found nothing to indicate that
^-	 numerical errors are responsible for this effect. One plausible, but
heuristic, explanation is that the doubly integrated accelerometer outputs
become very large when there are initial tilt angles of .5'. Although the
filter does an excellent job in estimating the tilts in "one shot'' - percentage
wise - the actual value may vary considerably if there are only small im-
perfections in the filter parameters.
t^
Another filter, based on least squares, was designed to estimate
l
}	 only the four states of interest; a performance analysis was carried out.
Unfortunately, no exact algorithms existed in-house for synthesis of
such a filter — when the measurements were doubly integrated
accelerometer outputs. However, a least squares filter could be approx-
imated by designing the appropriate Kalman filter based on a system un-
driven by noise, with very large I. C's. The resultant filter was called the
approximate least squares filters. It was the Kalman filter designed for
the following system.
Acc. Bias:	 AN = 0, A E = 0
Random Acc. Bias: 	 0.0
Gyro Bias:	 RN = 57/hr R 2 , RE = 0.0
P andom Gyro Bias:	 0.0 (C 14)
Initial Conditions:
C	
Attitude Error:	 570
RMS Velocity Error 60 kts
RMS Position Error 1 nm
No Initial Correlation between states (a diagonal P)
Sampling Interval:	 1 min
f
C-13
Ft'
The optimal weights were derived for this filter and the sensitivity
program was run using the true system model given in Eqs. (C -1), (C-2),
(C-10). The results are given below:
Results, RMS error of Approximate Least Squares Filter
Designed for a Very Large Diagonal P Matrix
State	 E N	 E E
	
-	
N
- .^^-- N
Sens. Result 9. 7 sec 9. sec .327*	 .0308*	 (C-15)
Optimal Res. 7. 2 sec 7. 2sec .27'	 .027"
Another least squares filter was derived using the model given in
Eq. (C-4), but the initial covariance was propagated forward by one min-
ute; i. e. , a very large P with off-diagonal elements was used to specify
the filter. This filter was analyzed in the sensitivity program anti the
following results were obtained.
RMS Error Results for an Approximate Least Squares Filter
Specified by a Very Large Diagonal P Propagated by 1 Minute
State	 EN	 EE	 I	 EZ	 RN
18 sec
	
17 sec	 .425°	 072°/hr	 (C-16)
Note that the error has deteriorated considerably. Again this implies
that a ''P sensitiviti has occurred. Note that the estimate of the North
gyro bias is actually worse than the original bias.
The existence of P sensitivity points out the need for a more com-
plicated alignment scheme whose performance is reliable and is not dependent
on knowledge of the initial covariance.
C-14
C. 3
	
Three-Stage Alignment
In order to eliminate the P sensitivity, the three-stage alignment
scheme was developed. The stages were as follows:
Stage I: Crude Align
Measure position for 18 sec, with sampling interval 6 sec.
Estimate only E N, EE
Reset Cb matrix with this information
Stake II: First Fine Align
Measure position output for 4. 5 min, with sampling
interval 30 sec.
Estimate EN' EE, E Z' RN
Reset the Cb matrix with above information
Stage III: Second Fine Align
M ,aasure position output for 10 min or 20 min
with sampling interval of 30 sec and/or 2 min.
Estimate E N, E E , E Z , RN
Reset Cb with this information.
A system with the following characteristics was considered.
Acc. Bias: 20µg
Random Acc. Error: . 1 kts/hr
Gyro Biases: . 050/hr	 (C-17)Random Gyro Drift Rate: 0. 0
Initial Condition on the system before the crude align:
Attitude Error 5°
Velocity Errors 1 kt
Position Errors . 1 nm
C-15
0
C-1G
r
r
ri.
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Note that some of the elements of Eq. (C-17) have different values than
those of Eq. (C-10). These changes represent an improved understanding
of the inertial system environment.
Two estimation algorithms were considered in the three-stage
alignment study. One was an algorithm based on a full state Kalman filter,
and the other was based on an approximate least squares algorithm. The
approximate least squares based algorithm was assumed to be the Kalman
filter specified by Eq. (C-14). Only the sampling times were different.
The Kalman filter algorithm was based on the statistics given in Eq. (C-17).
The initial condition on the vertical tilts, however, were taken as 0. 081°
instead of 5°. * In addition, the third .stage Kalman assumed a 0. 5° initial
heading error. The filter of course varied with the sampling times useu.
At the beginning of each stage the filter was told that it was starting
filtering from time 0. In other words, each stage constituted a filter
which was independent of the filter used on the previous stage.
Figure C-3 shows RMS error results using the three-stage align-
ment, for both approximate least squares and Kalman-based filters. In
the first stage only the least squares based filter was used. Results of
the Kalman based filter are shown only when there are discernable dif-
ferences between the errors pertaining to the two algorithms. Note that
P sensitivity does not seem to appear. Also note that the approximate
least squares filter performs almost as well as the Kalman based filter.
This implies that it may be worthwhile to consider only the least squares
technique in the recommending an alignment scheme. It is conceptually
The initial covariance actually specified was the diagonal covariance
propagated by a sampling interval.
it
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simpler than the Kalman approach and does not significantly degrade
accuracy.
There is one glaring inconsistency on this figure. It pertains to the
result of the least squares filter on the third stage when the sampling inter-
val is 2 minutes, third stage time 10 minutes. In this situation the esti-
mation error goes up instead of down. Note that the inconsistency disappears
when the third stage filtering time is 24 minutes. The problem may have
been numerical errors in the computation of the estimation coefficients.
Or it may have been the result of the same effect which caused P sen-
sitivity. No additional investigation has been performed to find a rational
explanation. However, the obvious conclusion which can be drawn from
this anomaly is that one should design his algorithms with sampling
intervals not greater than 30 seconds.
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APPENDIX D
MODELLING THE QUANTIZATION ERROR
IN A LINEAR SYSTEM
The inertial sensors on the VSTOL strapdown system are subject
to quantization errors. These errors in turn afff,ct the errors in the in-
ertial system. In order to theoretically analyze the effects of these errors,
one must be able to model the errors as some sort of linear system. In
this appendix the quantization errors are cast into a form which can be
modelled in the linear system ubed to analyze the inertial system.
Both gyros and accelerometers are pulse rebalanced integrating
instruments. This implies that every time the accleremeter changes
i	 velocity by a specified amount, it emits at pulse to rebalance the instrument.
The number of pulses is proportional to the total change in velocity. The
incremental change in ,7elocity associated with each pulse is called the
quantization level. The quantized pulses can then be integrated or summed
'	 by the computer to determine the total change in velocity. The fact that
the pulse represents a finite change in velocity implies that an error is
induced by the quantization.
In a similar manner the gyro emits a rebalancing: pulse each time
its input axis changes through a finite incremental angle. The quantization
level is the incremental angle represented by one pulse. Again quanti-
zation leads to an error in establishing the orientation of the platform
1b-, integrating instrument is rebalanced by a quantization level
with each pulse. However, it'remembers'the change in velocity (angle)
ri
fli
D-1	 I"
:.
^S
which was observed and not rebalanced. It accounts for the quantization
error the next time enough velocity (angle) change has occurred to gener-
ate another pulse. Then, however, a new quantization error is generated
by a non-quantized level of the changed velocity (angle). This implies
that the previous quantization error is wiped out with the generation of the
_	
next pulse. A mathematical description of the quantization error can then
be written as follows:
I.q
i 	 q i-1	 i
_	 + u	 (D-1 )
Where qi is the quantization error at time i. The term u i. ;& '.he effect
of the new quantization. In general ii.i will be a white process-. Phis
model applies to both accelerometers and gyros.
We :rust now incorporate this model into the system-measurement
configuration used in alignment. Consider the accelerometer error first.
The basic measurement in the alignment scheme is
= V i - Vi-1
Z i 	 T
which can be written in terms of the incremental pulses as follows.
Ki	 K(i O
f	 eV	 av
K = number of possible pulses in
one sampling interval
D-2
_	
1_
t-4
Expanding to include the quantization	 error,	 this becomes
Ki	 K(i-1)
E	 AV	 +EE	 AV	 +	 q.T i 	1	 TjZ	 i= 1	 l	 i=	 ^]	 (D-3)DT^
where AV Tj 	is the true velocity change between	 j	 a_7d	 J-1.	 Substituting
Eq. (D-1) into (D-3),	 Eq. (D-3) reduces to
r V	 - V	 + u. - u.Ti
	 Ti-1	 -1^_ i	 iZ -	 (D-4)
AT
^ry
Thus the quantization error can be represented by a white noise at time 	 i
_ and that at time	 i-1.	 The rms value of the white noise,	 if assurried gaussian,
' is (Quantization level/ 	 12 ).
Inclusion of the gyro quantization error is slightly more complicated.
{
A heuristic deviation follows. 	 The	 C	 matrix updating algorithms can be
written simply as
Cb	 C b	 [ I + 60	 + 601	 (D - 5)
fi
where 60	 is matrix of the true incremental angle change assuming no
I gyro rate error during a C matrix update interval.
	 60 is the matrix of
quantization errors where
6¢ i = 	 -6^ i + v i	 (D - lA)+1
Assuming
Cb = Cb + 6C	 (D-6)
one can write the above equation as:
D-3
n_
C bi+1
n
Cbi [I + 60 j+1
6C i+l = 6C 	 [I + 60 i+1 ] + Ci[60i+1
(D-7)
(D-8)
Using Eqs. (D-1), (D-7) in Eq. (D-8), it can be shown that
6C i+2 = 6C i+1 [I + 60 i+2 I + Ci+1[60i+21
6C i+2 = 6C i [1 +6 P" 	[ 1 + ^0i+2I+Ci6o+l+Ci[1+60i+1^[60i +21
(D-9)
Assuming 60
s
. , 60 i. are small and products are negligible, and sub-
stituting (D-lA) into  (D-9), it reduces to
6C i+2 = 6Ci[I+AOi + A0 i+1 ] + C i+1 i+2	 (D-10)
Proceeding to i+3, it can be shown that
6C i+3 = 5C  [I+'^Oi + 60i+1 + 1^ 0 i+2 j + Ci+2 vi+3	 (D-11)
It is now apparent that the misalignment error (ignoring gyro drift)
is dependent only on the initial misalignment error, true angular rate and
the current quantization error. This implies that the error equation gov-
D-3a
_erning the misalignment error can be written as a modification of Eq. (4. 3-19).
That is
E' = -CIE , - h 
(D-12)
E , = E, + ( V.
1	 1	 1 1
where v. is the white noise vector of quantization errors at time i. E" isi
the tilt vector assuming no quantization error.
When misalignment quantities are estimated, the partially pre-
dictable quantity E' is actually estimated. The error covariance of the
estimated true misalignment error is then
E[ E' E ST ] + E[v v T ]	 (D-13)
The tilde represents error in the estimate.
In estimating E / , one must also include gyro quantization error.
As before, measurements
Z li - (V NiVNi-1 LT
(D-14)
Z 2 =(V Ei - VEi-1) IL 
are used. It can be shown that the quantities VE , VN can be written as
-ontinuous differential equations as follows:
V 	 +g E'E + a TN + I' I w  + AN
V E _ -g EN + aTE +r w 2 +A.^	 (D-15)
and this quantity can be modelled in the system.
The integrated accelerometer outputs less accelerometer quantization.
D-4
	 =`
In +,he above aTN' ATE is the true acceleration in the Nor-ih and East
directions, respectively. r i , t2 represent the effect of the gyro quanti-
zation error, where
I' 1
 = t2 = /1-2/^C
L C T is the C matrix update time; gO is the quantization level
times g; and
E[ wI (t) `N 1 (t + T)] = b(T)
E[w 2 (t) w 2 (t + T)] = b(T)
E[w 1 M w 2 (t = T)] = 0
In the covariance analysis one can then find the error covariance of
estimating E'. Then the error covariance of the true misalignment error
can be written as Eq. (D-13).
D-5
oCT
go 12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I^Tgo C'v 12
F0
r= I o
I
0
0
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APPENDIX E
FORMULATION OF EQUATIONS USED FOR
STUDYING OPTIMAL ESTIMATION ERRORS
AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Most of the system is modelled as a continuous system:
x = FX+ru	 (E-1)
where
^EN^X =	 EE
E
RN-N
RE I (E-2)
R
z
6V 
6V 
N
A E — 0	 0
0	 0
0	 0L	 _
(E-3)
i
E-1
l	 rul -,IU = 1	 :=> unit variance white noise
^u2 j
6 C T	 is C matrix update time
go	 is gyro quantization level in radians xg (gravity)
Most of the terms in x are defined in the Glossary. 6V N'	 E6V are the
inertial system velocity errors in the North and East axes, respectively,
less accelerometer quantization error.
for	 Latitude of 42°.The system, F, is specified	 a
0	 -.175612 0 1 0 0 0 0	 0 0
17561	 0 +.195097 0 1 0 0 0	 0 0
(? 0	 -.195097 0 0 0 1 0 0	 0 0
0	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0
F, = 0	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0
0	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0
0	 68600. 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0 1
-68600.	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0
0	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0
L0	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0
The above equations are written in radians - nautical miles - hours
dimensions.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0^
(E-4)
In order to model all pertinent processes, it is necessary to aug-
ment the system on the discrete level. When the acceleration is con-
sidered sinusoidal, the augmented difference equation can be written.
E-2
x +1 = ^^ xi + I'' u	 (E-5)
where
:^' = I x,	 is a 16-state vector
V
- - - - - -
TNi
VTEi
+ VVNTi-1
	 TNi-1 + qA i-1
5V Ei-1 + V TEi-1 + gAEi-1
gANi
gAEi
V TN is true velocity North
V TE is true velocity East
qA N is North acceleration quantization error
qA E is East acceleration quantization error.
(E-6)
E-3
F
I
1
I
1
-
=
(F) LT
I
e
I
I
0
--------------------------------
I
1	 2 3 4 5 6	 7 8 9 10 1	 11 12 13 14 15 16
------ --- --- -------------------
11 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^cosw6T sinwLT 0 0 0 0
12 1	 0 0
I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I -sinw,^T
1
cosw6T 0 0 0 0
13 l	 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1	 1 0 0 0 1 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
I
1	 0 1 0 0 0 1
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1	 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I
0 0 0 0 0
and
-	 11 12 13 14	 1	 1516
rr r = WT)
I
0 0
I
I I
12 1 1
0 0 013 I I
14 I I
1;7 I 1	 q
1 1
	
A N
16 0 0
9
I I	
AE
(E-7)
(E-8)
where w is the angular velocity of the sinusoidal acceleration
and Q(OT) is the solution of
Q(t) = FQ(t) +Q(t)FT +ITT
at t=pT
with Q(0) = 0
(E-9)
L	 E-4
f.
P^
E^
^f
D
;t
,I
t
C
1.
f I'^
,L
The velocity difference measurements can be written:
Z = H x'
where	 -Z
1
Z -I
_LZ2
0000001000]0-1010H
-[ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 1^
The initial covariance is P = E[ x"(0) 00) T]
The initial tilts of the platform are designated by setting the elements
of the initial covariance elements P11' P22' P33'
The gyro biases are specified by P44' P55' P66'
The accelerometer biases are set by P99' P 10, 10'
The magnitude of the acceleration environment is found by setting
P	 P	 = ( rms acc. )21:, 11.	 19, 12	 w
Other diagonal elements of the P matrix are chosen to be reasonable
numbers.
The quantities specified in Eqs. (E-7), (E-8), (E-11) and the initial
covariance matrix are the inputs to the Kalman filter covariance programs
which determine optimal estimation errors.
E-5
(E-10)
(E-1 1)
(E-12)
N
n = E (NAT) - E U. ZQAT)s	 i=1	 1 (E-13)
They are also inputs to the ''sensitivity" program which determines
the covariance of the estimation error. This covariance is computed in
the following way. The error in the estimation can be written
The U's are the coefficients defined in Section 5. 2 and E are the actual
S
quantities to be Estimateri:
EN
EE
E
Z
LRN
E	 _
s
The covariance of the error is then
	
N	 N
E[^1^1T]= E[E (NLT)( s TMT) - 2 i El ( s (N.IT)Z TCAM. + Ej 1J.ZGLT)Z(j6T)U.
(E-14)
A typical E (NOT)AAT)UT term can be computed via
s	 i
E[E MT)ZT(iLT)]= D F (D( (N-i)TH TU Tis 	 1 (E-15)
and a typical term U.Z(i0T)Z( jAT)U T
 can be computed via
1	 J
U.H 	 JP. HT U  , for i > j
1	 J	 J
T
U.H P. "J-1 HT UT	 for j > i
1	 1	 J
(E-16)
E-6
{. and
P1
-	
'a) , P2 4(T +r'r,T	 (E-17)-1
Also
r
l 0	 0	 0 0	 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0	 U	 0	 0	 0	 0
0D= 1	 0	 0 0	 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
i
0 0	 1	 0 0 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
0 0	 0	 1 0 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 (E-] ;)
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